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Office of the Auditor

The missions of the Office of the Auditor are assigned by the Hawai‘i State Constitution 
(Article VII, Section 10).  The primary mission is to conduct post audits of the transactions, 
accounts, programs, and performance of public agencies.  A supplemental mission is to 
conduct such other investigations and prepare such additional reports as may be directed 
by the Legislature.

Under its assigned missions, the office conducts the following types of examinations:

1. Financial audits attest to the fairness of the financial statements of agencies.  They 
examine the adequacy of the financial records and accounting and internal controls, 
and they determine the legality and propriety of expenditures.

2. Management audits, which are also referred to as performance audits, examine the 
effectiveness of programs or the efficiency of agencies or both.  These audits are 
also called program audits, when they focus on whether programs are attaining the 
objectives and results expected of them, and operations audits, when they examine 
how well agencies are organized and managed and how efficiently they acquire and 
utilize resources.

3. Sunset evaluations evaluate new professional and occupational licensing programs to 
determine whether the programs should be terminated, continued, or modified.  These 
evaluations are conducted in accordance with criteria established by statute.

4. Sunrise analyses are similar to sunset evaluations, but they apply to proposed rather 
than existing regulatory programs.  Before a new professional and occupational 
licensing program can be enacted, the statutes require that the measure be analyzed 
by the Office of the Auditor as to its probable effects.

5. Health insurance analyses examine bills that propose to mandate certain health 
insurance benefits.  Such bills cannot be enacted unless they are referred to the Office 
of the Auditor for an assessment of the social and financial impact of the proposed 
measure.

6. Analyses of proposed special funds and existing trust and revolving funds determine if 
proposals to establish these funds are existing funds meet legislative criteria.

7. Procurement compliance audits and other procurement-related monitoring assist the 
Legislature in overseeing government procurement practices.

8. Fiscal accountability reports analyze expenditures by the state Department of 
Education in various areas.

9. Special studies respond to requests from both houses of the Legislature.  The studies 
usually address specific problems for which the Legislature is seeking solutions.

Hawai‘i’s laws provide the Auditor with broad powers to examine all books, records, 
files, papers, and documents and all financial affairs of every agency.  The Auditor also 
has the authority to summon persons to produce records and to question persons under 
oath.  However, the Office of the Auditor exercises no control function, and its authority is 
limited to reviewing, evaluating, and reporting on its findings and recommendations to the 
Legislature and the Governor.
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The Auditor State of Hawai‘i

The Office of the Auditor and the investment consulting firm of Navigant Consulting, 
Inc. conducted an investment portfolio review of the Office of Hawaiian Affairs 
(OHA) for the period of July 1, 2003 to June 30, 2008.  Our review examined 
OHA’s management and oversight of investments in the Native Hawaiian Trust 
Fund and included inquiry, analysis of investment holdings and performance, and 
evaluation of relevant processes, policies, and procedures.  The firm also assessed 
OHA’s use of, and relationships with, external investment advisors and consultants.  
Our review considered information through December 31, 2008 where available 
and relevant to our objectives.

Overall, we found that OHA’s investment framework and process must be improved 
to ensure its fiduciary obligations to beneficiaries are being met.  As a government 
agency and an autonomous trust, OHA has been conferred a broad mandate—to 
provide all Hawaiians the opportunity for a better life and future.  Efforts to realize 
this mandate are funded by the trust fund whose assets totaled $400 million as of 
June 30, 2008.  While the current Board of Trustees has demonstrated an increased 
awareness of this role, the board must take further action to ensure it is prudently 
monitoring the trust’s investments.

Since February 2003, OHA has used a manager-of-managers structure in which 
two external investment advisors are each allocated and granted full investment 
discretion over approximately half of the trust’s assets.  To satisfy its fiduciary 
duties related to the trust, the board must therefore have established the necessary 
policies and procedures to maintain proper oversight of the advisors.  We discovered, 
however, that the board as a whole does not possess an adequate level of general 
investment or financial knowledge to properly oversee the trust’s investments.  
While limited investment expertise is expected given the varied backgrounds of 
trustees, the board should have a policy requiring trustees to attend investment 
training upon joining the board and on a periodic basis thereafter.  We found that 
trustees are not even adequately oriented to their roles and responsibilities with 
respect to the trust.

Review of the trust’s investment performance brought to light further inadequacies 
in OHA’s investment process and monitoring procedures and their impact on 
the trust.  We found that the trust’s investments were underperforming for the 
majority of the review period, not only failing to meet its own target earnings 
goals in nearly half of the quarters, but also falling below average nationwide 
peer performance in 18 of the 20 quarters reviewed.  During the review period, 
OHA did not properly monitor investment performance, as it failed to update its 
Investment Policy Statement as needed, ensure accurate and consistent reporting 
by advisors, and implement a proper risk management program.

OVERVIEW
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Since the initial procurement of the investment advisors in February 2003, OHA 
has not evaluated whether its advisory fees—which averaged more than $3 million 
annually for FY2006-2007—are reasonable and competitive.  OHA also has not 
implemented procedures crucial to effective oversight of the advisors’ activities, 
such as procedures to monitor their investment compliance, valuation, account 
reconciliations, and proxy voting.  Finally, OHA must do more to ensure its asset 
allocation is appropriate based on its own established goals, risks, and asset ranges, 
as well as optimally diversified in comparison to peers.

Many of the current findings were echoed in our 2005 OHA audit report, as well as 
in other audit reports.  While we credit the recent improvements OHA has made to 
strengthen its investment process and framework, most of them were implemented 
after our review was initiated—many years after initially recommended.  For 
example, OHA did not implement a new investment policy until January 2009, 
despite our recommendation in 2005 to do so.  We urge the board and OHA to 
continue their progress in order to ensure fiduciary responsibilities to the trust 
and its beneficiaries are met.

We made several recommendations regarding the board’s structure and governance 
over investments.  Among them, we recommended that the board adopt written 
policies and procedures regarding investment management and service provider 
oversight and formally evaluate its decision to retain the manager-of-managers 
approach.  We recommended that the board implement regular mandatory 
training for trustees on topics such as fiduciary responsibilities and financial and 
investment matters.  We made specific recommendations for the board to enhance 
and formalize its investment structure and governance policies.  We also made a 
number of recommendations on improving the agency’s monitoring of investment 
performance and of its investment advisors’ activities.

In response to our draft report, the OHA Board of Trustees claimed that our 
report contained major factual errors and numerous inaccuracies.  However, 
the board’s arguments generally misconstrued the facts presented in our report.   
Further, although the board provided extensive comments that appeared to erode 
our findings, in most instances the board ultimately acknowledged the validity of 
the findings.  Other comments by the board indicated its failure to comprehend 
the major points of our audit and the extent of the board’s responsibilities with 
respect to the trust.  Our final report contains a few editorial changes based on 
the board’s response.

Marion M. Higa Office of the Auditor
State Auditor 465 South King Street, Room 500
State of Hawai‘i Honolulu, Hawai‘i  96813
 (808) 587-0800
 FAX (808) 587-0830

Recommendations
and Response
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This is a report of our investment review of the Office of Hawaiian 
Affairs (OHA) for the period of July 1, 2003 to June 30, 2008.  The 
review was conducted pursuant to Section 10-14.55, Hawai‘i Revised 
Statutes, which requires the State Auditor to conduct an audit of OHA 
at least once every four years.  Additionally, Section 23-4, Hawai‘i 
Revised Statutes, requires the State Auditor to conduct postaudits of the 
transactions, accounts, programs, and performance of all departments, 
offices, and agencies of the State and its political subdivisions.  We 
engaged the services of the investment consulting firm Navigant 
Consulting, Inc. to perform the review.  We also recently completed an 
audit of OHA’s information technology management earlier this year, 
Report No. 09-08, Management Audit of Information Technology Within 
the Office of Hawaiian Affairs.

We wish to express our appreciation for the cooperation and assistance 
extended by the trustees, administrator, and staff of OHA during the 
course of the audit. 

Marion M. Higa
State Auditor

Foreword
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Chapter 1
Introduction

This is a report of our review of the Office of Hawaiian Affairs’ (OHA) 
investment portfolio for the period of July 1, 2003 to June 30, 2008.  
The review was conducted by the Office of the Auditor and Navigant 
Consulting, Inc.  We conducted this review pursuant to Section 10-14.55, 
Hawai‘i Revised Statutes (HRS), which requires the Auditor to conduct 
an audit of OHA at least once every four years.  The Office of the Auditor 
has conducted a total of six audits of OHA:  in 1990, 1993, 1997, 2001, 
2005, and 2009.  The 1997 audit was the first to be conducted pursuant 
to Section 10-14.55, HRS.  Our most recent audit, issued in 2009, Report 
No. 09-08, Management Audit of Technology Information Within the 
Office of Hawaiian Affairs, also covers the fiscal year ending June 30, 
2008, but it focuses solely on OHA’s information technology.

The 1978 Constitutional Convention proposed the establishment 
of an office of Hawaiian affairs whose purpose would include the 
betterment of conditions of all Hawaiians.  Article XII, Section 5 of 
the State’s Constitution established OHA, and in 1979 the Legislature 
passed Act 196, Session Laws of Hawai‘i (SLH) 1979, now codified as 
Chapter 10, HRS, to implement this constitutional amendment.

Section 10-3, HRS, defines OHA’s purpose as including the betterment 
of the conditions of native Hawaiians and Hawaiians.  Native Hawaiian 
includes any descendant of at least one-half part of the races inhabiting 
the Hawaiian Islands previous to 1778, as defined by the Hawaiian 
Homes Commission Act of 1920, as amended.  Hawaiian is defined as 
any descendent of the aboriginal peoples inhabiting the Hawaiian Islands 
in 1778.

Section 10-3, HRS, also designates OHA as the principal public 
agency in Hawai‘i responsible for the performance, development, and 
coordination of programs and activities relating to native Hawaiians 
and Hawaiians, excluding the administration of the Hawaiian Homes 
Commission Act.  The Office of Hawaiian Affairs is also required 
to assess the policies and practices of other agencies that impact 
native Hawaiians and Hawaiians; conduct advocacy efforts for native 
Hawaiians and Hawaiians; apply for, receive, and disburse grants and 
donations from all sources for native Hawaiian and Hawaiian programs 
and services; and serve as a receptacle for reparations.

Background
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Hawai‘i was granted statehood in 1959 through the Admissions Act.  The 
act returned to the new state 1.8 million acres of lands formerly ceded to 
the United States, provided that the State hold these lands in public trust 
for two beneficiary classes:  native Hawaiians and the general public.  
Section 5(f) of the Admissions Act limited the use of these lands and any 
proceeds from their sale or disposition to the following five purposes:  
1) the support of public schools and other public educational institutions; 
2) the betterment of the conditions of native Hawaiians; 3) the 
development of farm and home ownership on as widespread a basis as 
possible; 4) the making of public improvements; and 5) the provision of 
lands for public use.

To fulfill its obligation to native Hawaiians and the general public, 
the State’s past practice was to generally direct proceeds of the ceded 
lands to the Department of Education.  Proceeds from the ceded lands 
were not specifically earmarked for the betterment of native Hawaiians.  
During the 1978 Constitutional Convention, the Committee on Hawaiian 
Affairs proposed several amendments that addressed the needs of 
Hawaiians separately from those of the general public.  Convention 
delegates also proposed amending the State’s constitution to establish 
an Office of Hawaiian Affairs to act as trustee to the ceded lands, giving 
it legal powers to manage and administer the proceeds of land sales and 
other income sources for native Hawaiians and Hawaiians.  Hawai‘i’s 
voters ratified this proposal in the subsequent November elections, and 
the Hawai‘i State Constitution was amended to include Article XII, 
Section 5, which established the Office of Hawaiian Affairs.  In 1979 the 
Legislature passed Act 196, which is codified as Chapter 10, HRS, and 
reflects this constitutional amendment.

Hawai‘i’s constitution requires that OHA be governed by a board of at 
least nine trustees who are chosen by the State’s electorate.  Trustees 
serve staggered four-year terms.  There is no limit on the number of 
terms a trustee may serve.  O‘ahu, Kaua‘i, Maui, Moloka‘i, and Hawai‘i 
each must have at least one representative on the board.

Initially, the board was to be comprised of Hawaiians who were elected 
by Hawaiians.  However, in February 2000, the U.S. Supreme Court 
held that OHA’s electoral qualification based on ancestry was a violation 
of the U.S. Constitution’s Fifteenth Amendment.  As a result of this 
decision, the entire state electorate is now eligible to vote for trustee 
candidates.

In 2002, the Court of Appeals of the Ninth Circuit also invalidated the 
limitation of eligibility to be a candidate for OHA trustee to Hawaiians 
only.  Thus, at present, both Hawaiians and non-Hawaiians may qualify 
as candidates for the office of OHA trustee.

History of the Office of 
Hawaiian Affairs

Organizational 
structure
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The Board of Trustees is responsible for setting OHA policy and 
managing the agency’s trust.  By law the trustees must appoint an 
administrator who serves as the agency’s principal executive and is 
responsible for the overall management of the administrative functions 
of OHA.  The Office of the Administrator executes board policies, 
implements OHA’s goals and objectives, and manages agency operations.  
The office also works with other agencies, both government and 
private, that serve Hawaiians.  The administrator reports to the board 
on fiscal matters and the status of projects and programs, including the 
implementation of OHA’s functional and strategic plans and processes.

The Office of Hawaiian Affairs employs 152 full-time staff, 19 of 
whom work as board of trustee staff and 133 as administrative staff.  
The agency’s personnel are spread throughout it’s administrative office 
in Honolulu, community offices in Kona, Hilo, Kahului, Kaunakakai, 
Lāna‘i City, and Lihu‘e, as well as a bureau in Washington, D.C.

The agency is organized into two main branches under the Office of 
the Administrator:  1) the Operations Branch and 2) the Beneficiary 
Advocacy and Empowerment (BAE) Branch.  Each branch is headed 
by a deputy administrator.  The Operations Branch consists of four 
support services divisions tasked with managing OHA’s various internal 
operations:  Community Resource Coordinators; Government Relations 
and Legislative Affairs; the Office of Board Services; and the Public 
Information Office.  The BAE Branch guides the agency’s five program 
divisions or hale (the Hawaiian word for “house”), which consist of:  
Economic Development; Education; Hawaiian Governance; Health, 
Human Services and Housing; and Native Rights, Land and Culture.  The 
BAE Branch also oversees the Grants Unit.  In addition, six divisions 
report directly to the administrator:  the Washington, D.C. Bureau; the 
Land Management Office; the Planning Office; the Human Resources 
Office; the Legal Services Office; and Treasury and Other Services.  
Exhibit 1.1 displays OHA’s organizational structure as of March 2009.
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Exhibit 1.1
Office of Hawaiian Affairs Organizational Structure

Source:  Office of Hawaiian Affairs
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The Office of Hawaiian Affairs’ Native Hawaiian Trust Fund, also known 
as the Public Land Trust Fund, was established in 1981 to account for 
OHA’s portion of revenues derived from ceded lands held in public 
trust.  In 1980, the Legislature determined that 20 percent of ceded 
land revenues should be expended by OHA for the betterment of native 
Hawaiians; however, the revenues were not allocated to OHA between 
1980 and 1991.  In 1993, the State of Hawai‘i agreed to pay OHA 
approximately $135 million in back revenues on ceded lands, including 
interest.
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The Office of Hawaiian Affairs Board of Trustees, which is responsible 
for managing the trust, decided to invest this acquired capital in 
numerous investment managers representing a variety of asset classes.  
From 1993 to 2003, the trust maintained up to nine investment 
managers who were periodically replaced based on performance.  The 
trustees held the responsibility for hiring and terminating investment 
managers, performing due diligence reviews of current and potential new 
investment managers, and creating and maintaining a well-diversified 
portfolio.

OHA investment structure

In February 2003, OHA switched to a manager-of-managers structure 
due to constraints placed on the trustees to oversee the numerous 
investment managers.  The trustees selected Goldman Sachs and Frank 
Russell Investments as investment advisors, and allocated approximately 
$127 million to each.

These investment advisors have full investment discretion, including 
the responsibilities of hiring and terminating investment managers, 
performing due diligence reviews of investment managers, and allocating 
resources to such investment managers within OHA’s stated Investment 
Policy Statement.  The Asset and Resource Management (ARM) 
Committee of the board retains the oversight responsibilities of 
reviewing the investment advisors, including recommending policies to 
the board.  The ARM Committee, which includes all board members, 
receives quarterly presentations from the investment advisors 
informing them of the:  (i) state of the markets; (ii) performance of 
the trust; (iii) target goals; (iv) new investment ideas, and; (v) changes 
to investment managers.  The board maintains the responsibility of 
approving appropriate investment guidelines and asset allocation 
constraints as recommended by the ARM Committee while ensuring 
that the investment advisors act prudently and follow the investment 
policy.  An external investment consultant has also been retained to 
serve as a resource to the ARM Committee, and is available to answer 
questions and provide clarity as needed when the committee reviews the 
investment reports.

The Office of Hawaiian Affairs’ administrative staff assist the trustees 
in their fiduciary capacity in regard to the investment advisors by:  
(i) monitoring the performance of the trust, (ii) ensuring funds are 
invested in accordance with stated policies, (iii) recommending and 
implementing policy and operational procedures, and (iv) reviewing and 
renewing contracts.  Documentation such as internal analysis, reports, 
and presentations are gathered by the administrative staff and reported 
to the ARM Committee and the board.  Exhibit 1.2 below illustrates the 
current OHA structure with respect to investments.
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The objective of the trust is to maximize long-term total-return and 
annual spending, while preserving principal and stability.  To sustain the 
trust, OHA can withdraw no more than 5 percent of the trust’s average 
market value for the most recent 12-quarter period ending on March 31 
of the respective year.  The Office of Hawaiian Affairs has the authority 
to spend all funds available that are held in the trust which are not spent 
in previous fiscal years.  The trust’s total expected return is exceeding 
inflation, as measured by the Consumer Price Index, by 4 percent for 
2004 to 2008, and by 5 percent for 2009 and beyond.  Exhibit 1.3 shows 
the trust’s asset balance and allocation as of December 31, 2008.

Exhibit 1.2
Native Hawaiian Trust Fund Investment Management Organization Chart

Source:  Office of Hawaiian Affairs
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Trust fund revenues

The Native Hawaiian Trust Fund’s major sources of revenue are dividend 
and interest income and investment gains.  As previously mentioned, the 
trust also receives OHA’s portion of ceded land revenues.  The State of 
Hawai‘i, through Act 178, SLH 2006, appropriated $17.5 million to OHA 
to redress ceded land underpayments from FY2002 through FY2005.  
The State also determined that OHA’s share of the proceeds from the 
Public Land Trust going forward will be $15.1 million annually.  The 
trust also can receive donations and program contributions.  Moneys 
in the trust may be spent by OHA for the betterment of the conditions 
of native Hawaiians.  Exhibit 1.4 illustrates the trust’s revenues, 
expenditures, and fund balances for the past five fiscal years.

Exhibit 1.3
Native Hawaiian Trust Fund – Asset Balance and Allocation at December 31, 2008

Source:  OHA’s Native Hawaiian Trust Fund 2008 Preliminary Review
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Exhibit 1.4
OHA’s Public Land Trust Fund – Financial Statements for FY2004 – FY2008

Source:  Office of Hawaiian Affairs FY2004 – FY2008 audited financial statements prepared by Grant Thornton LLP

FY2004 FY2005 FY2006 FY2007 FY2008
Revenues

Public Land Trust 9,740,578 10,798,706 32,599,833 15,100,000 15,100,000
Interest 3,508,407 6,339,036 11,417,954 16,940,017 7,702,618
Investment gains (losses) 39,021,376 25,963,215 23,275,048 41,421,318 (32,289,415)
Donations 96,081            33,716            167,515          311,520          2,490,798
Program Contributions -                  -                  10,105,258 -                  -                  
   Total 52,366,442 43,134,673 77,565,608 73,772,855 (6,995,999)

Expenses
Board of Trustees (1,669,567) (1,467,756) (1,694,147) (1,667,292) (1,782,763)
Support Services (6,983,941) (7,697,804) (9,677,150) (11,055,644) (13,333,217)
Beneficiary Advocacy (7,109,096) (11,364,984) (30,376,916) (21,583,550) (21,056,038)
Other (29,298)           -                  -                  -                  -                  
   Total (15,791,902) (20,530,544) (41,748,213) (34,306,486) (36,172,018)

Net Revenues (Deficiency) 36,574,540 22,604,129 35,817,395 39,466,369 (43,168,017)

Beginning Fund Balance 318,120,030 354,694,570 377,298,699 413,116,094 452,582,463

Ending Fund Balance 354,694,570 377,298,699 413,116,094 452,582,463 409,414,446

Our most recent audit of the Office of Hawaiian Affairs issued in 2009, 
Report No. 09-08, Management Audit of Technology Information Within 
the Office of Hawaiian Affairs, found that OHA needed to recognize the 
critical strategic importance of electronic information and information 
systems, and that the agency’s information systems were decentralized 
and lacked focused oversight and coordination.

Our previous audit of OHA conducted in 2005, Report No. 05-03, 
Audit of the Office of Hawaiian Affairs, found that OHA lacked a 
comprehensive master plan for bettering the conditions of Hawaiians; 
continued to struggle with the effects of poorly planned reorganizations; 
and casually administered its finances.  With respect to investments, we 
found that OHA’s investment policy and investment oversight lacked key 
components, and that the lack of investment advisor oversight prevented 
its trustees from receiving sufficient information to evaluate advisor 
performance.  Many of the same findings were echoed in our reports 
from previous years as well as in audits conducted by independent 
auditors contracted by OHA.

Prior Audits
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Review the Office of Hawaiian Affairs’ organization, policies and 1. 
procedures, and practices over its investment portfolio for the period 
of FY2004 through FY2008. 

Assess whether OHA’s Board of Trustees has fulfilled its fiduciary 2. 
duties to safeguard the resources of the Native Hawaiian Trust Fund. 

Review OHA’s efforts to implement prior audit recommendations. 3. 

Make recommendations as appropriate.4. 

The scope of the engagement was to review the investment portfolio 
of the Office of Hawaiian Affairs for the period of July 1, 2003 
through June 30, 2008.  Our review considered information through 
December 31, 2008, as available and relevant to our overall objectives.  
We procured the services of the investment consulting firm Navigant 
Consulting, Inc. to evaluate OHA’s management of its investments, 
including reviewing policies, procedures, and use of external advisors.

The consultant interviewed OHA trustees and personnel involved 
in oversight and management of investments.  The firm reviewed 
investment policies and procedures, including those relating to 
organization and structure; governance and oversight; risk management 
and tolerance; asset allocation; third-party service agreements; and 
targets, performance measures, and benchmarks.  In addition, the firm 
obtained and analyzed statements of investment holdings, transactions, 
and performance.  The firm further reviewed agreements and 
relationships with external investment advisors and consultants.

We conducted our review from January 2009 through March 2009.

Objectives of the 
Review

Scope and 
Methodology
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Chapter 2
OHA Must Strengthen Its Investment Framework 
To Meet Its Fiduciary Obligations

The Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA) is a unique entity in Hawai‘i state 
government—it is both a government agency and an autonomous trust.  
Unlike other island trusts with specific missions, such as Kamehameha 
Schools’ focus on education and the Queen Emma Foundation’s 
concentration on improving health, OHA has a much broader, 
comprehensive mandate:  to provide the opportunity for a better life and 
future for all Hawaiians.  The agency’s constituents—native Hawaiians 
and Hawaiians—are widespread and dispersed not only throughout the 
islands but across the nation and the globe.  According to the U.S. Census 
2000 data, there are approximately 400,000 Hawaiians throughout the 
nation with more than 239,000 living in the State of Hawai‘i.  Given 
OHA’s vast mission and scope, as well as its numerous beneficiaries, it 
is critical that OHA fulfill its fiduciary responsibilities, particularly with 
respect to the Native Hawaiian Trust Fund.

The OHA Board of Trustees is highly involved in the activities of the 
agency, particularly with respect to the OHA-sponsored programs and 
services that benefit the Hawaiian people.  Recent improvements to the 
board’s overall governance demonstrate that the current board has a 
higher level of awareness of its role and better oversight of the programs 
and services that OHA provides.  The agency has also recently enhanced 
its investment procedures in a number of ways.  However, OHA’s 
investment framework and process are still inadequate to satisfy OHA’s 
responsibilities with respect to the trust and significant improvement 
is needed.  Additionally, a majority of the recent enhancements were 
adopted after our review was initiated—many years after initially 
recommended.

While it is evident that OHA is working to strengthen its structure, 
policies, and procedures related to the trust’s investments, the board and 
its agency must make further improvements to ensure that the office is 
prudently managing the trust and satisfying its fiduciary obligations to 
beneficiaries.

The OHA Board of Trustees must improve its investment structure 1. 
and governance to carry out its duties. 

Summary of 
Findings
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The trust’s lackluster performance warrants review of the advisory 2. 
services’ policies, processes, and performance. 

Many recent improvements to the investment process have been 3. 
made, but more work is needed.

The OHA Board of Trustees is highly involved in the activities of the 
agency, particularly with respect to the OHA-sponsored programs 
and services that benefit the Hawaiian people.  The board’s overall 
governance has improved since prior audits and reflects a higher level 
of awareness of its role in setting policy and performing oversight to 
carry out better the programs and services it provides.  Despite these 
improvements, however, the board’s structure and governance specific 
to investments are still lacking.  While it is evident that the board is 
concerned with the trust’s performance, improvements are needed to 
ensure the trustees are prudently and effectively monitoring the trust’s 
investments and meeting their fiduciary obligations.

As discussed in Chapter 1, since February 2003, the board has utilized a 
manager-of-managers structure under which OHA’s external investment 
advisors, Frank Russell Investments and Goldman Sachs, have full 
investment discretion, including the responsibilities of hiring and 
terminating managers, performing due diligence reviews of managers, 
and allocating resources to the managers within the specifications of 
OHA’s investment policy statement.

Although the board has outsourced management of its investments to 
external advisors, the trustees still retain their fiduciary duty with respect 
to investments, as that duty cannot be delegated.  In order to meet this 
fiduciary obligation, the board must maintain proper oversight of the 
investment advisors and managers, which includes not only keeping 
informed of details related to the trust’s investment performance and 
asset allocation, but also maintaining a sufficient level of general 
investment knowledge and awareness to properly oversee them.

However, the OHA board as a whole does not possess an adequate 
level of financial or investment knowledge or experience to properly 
oversee the trust and its investments.  Although proper training of 
trustees could remediate this deficit and optional training is offered 
during the year, training is not required either upon joining the board or 
periodically thereafter, and thus most trustees do not regularly attend.  
The board’s Asset and Resource Management (ARM) Committee, which 
is responsible for investments and other fiscal matters, likewise lacks 
sufficient investment training and expertise to effectively provide the 
board with useful recommendations.

The OHA Board 
of Trustees 
Must Improve 
Its Investment 
Structure and 
Governance To 
Carry Out Its 
Duties
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In addition, the board’s governance policies that affect the trust’s 
investments are deficient.  The code of ethics policy in the board’s 
Investment Policy Statement is inadequate to ensure potential conflicts 
and other violations are identified, reported, and resolved.  The vague 
and ambiguous language of the board’s policy regarding the trust’s fiscal 
reserve has led to conflicting views among trustees and staff as to the 
purpose of the reserve and how it may be used, which has left the fund 
largely unutilized and with an excessive multi-million dollar balance.

These deficiencies diminish the ability of the board and OHA to 
effectively govern and oversee the investments of the trust.  The board 
must improve upon its current investment structure and governance 
in order to ensure it is prudently managing the trust and satisfying its 
fiduciary obligations to OHA’s beneficiaries.

For the nine elected trustees, there is no minimum level of financial 
or investment expertise required to run for or serve on the board.  The 
current board has three members with some type of financial experience, 
attaining their knowledge from board appointments, teaching positions, 
and degrees achieved.  However, they do not have the type of investment 
experience or expertise that would qualify them as investment experts.

Because of the magnitude of OHA’s funds and the implications of 
how they are used, overseeing the investment and management of 
OHA’s funds is a primary responsibility of the board.  According to the 
National Standards for U.S. Community Foundations published by the 
Council on Foundations, as a steward of charitable funds, a board must 
be financially literate and have a solid understanding of investments 
in order to prudently manage funds.  In addition, the Principles for 
Good Governance and Ethical Practice:  A Guide for Charities and 
Foundations, published by the Panel on the Nonprofit Sector (an 
independent effort by charities and foundations comprised of 24 
nonprofit and philanthropic leaders in the U.S.), states:

A board should establish an effective, systematic process for 
educating and communicating with board members to ensure 
that they are aware of their legal and ethical responsibilities, are 
knowledgeable about the programs and activities of the organization, 
and can carry out their oversight functions effectively.

Despite the varied backgrounds of the OHA trustees and their limited 
investment and financial experience and expertise, the board does 
not have any policy requiring members to attend investment training 
either upon initially joining the board or on a periodic (e.g., annual) 
basis thereafter.  Trustees are not even provided a detailed training 
and orientation on their roles and responsibilities with respect to the 

Board members as a 
whole lack sufficient 
investment expertise 
and training
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trust upon first joining the board.  Although OHA provides optional 
investment training sessions and workshops during the year, attendance 
is not mandatory, and therefore most trustees do not regularly attend.  
As a result, the trustees as a group lack sufficient investment experience 
and instead rely on the external investment advisors and a contracted 
investment consultant to provide financial guidance.  However, without 
independent investment knowledge and awareness, the board cannot 
ensure that its members are up-to-date on current market events, able to 
properly understand the risks of investing, and able to properly analyze 
the reports given each month by the investment advisors.

The board has two established committees whose approved actions and 
recommendations are forwarded to the board for consideration and final 
approval.  The Asset and Resource Management (ARM) Committee 
handles all fiscal and budgetary matters, including the investment portion 
of the trust.  The Beneficiary Advocacy Empowerment (BAE) Committee 
focuses on the agency’s legislative and advocacy efforts, as well as 
OHA programs that address issues relating to health, human services, 
education, housing, land use, environment, and natural resources.  Both 
the ARM and BAE Committees are committees of the whole and are 
comprised of all board members.  According to board members and OHA 
staff, this two-committee structure was implemented in 2003, replacing 
the previous five-committee structure, which experienced information 
flow and quorum problems.

According to Vanguard’s “View of Best Practices for Investment 
Committees,” which provides guidance on how committees can 
incorporate best practices, an investment committee should have:  (i) an 
explicit understanding of the portfolio’s purpose and objective and a 
clear understanding of success; (ii) a charter outlining the roles and 
responsibilities of committee members; (iii) a clear investment strategy; 
(iv) a straightforward process for hiring managers; and (v) common 
sense and discipline.  Vanguard, which holds a significant presence 
in institutional markets, is among the top three mutual fund money 
managers in the U.S. with regard to assets under management, and has 
had the opportunity to observe the activities of thousands of investment 
committees.

The ARM Committee is primarily responsible for overseeing matters 
related to the investments of the trust and receives reports from the 
investment advisors for review prior to presenting to the board.  
However, because the ARM Committee is comprised of all board 
members and, as discussed above, the board as a whole lacks sufficient 
investment training and expertise, the committee does not specifically 
consist of members with appropriate knowledge over investment-related 
matters.  During interviews, the ARM Committee chair, vice-chair, 

The Asset and 
Resource Management 
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and key OHA staff involved with investments all noted that the ARM 
Committee as a whole lacks expertise in dealing with capital markets and 
asset allocation matters.

During the review, we noted that OHA currently has an investment 
advisory committee made up of the OHA investment consultant and 
investment analyst, as well as several distinguished members of the 
community, such as an attorney experienced in the areas of financial 
services, corporate, and administrative law; two managing directors 
of a locally based securities brokerage firm; and the president and 
owner of a real estate development firm.  This committee provides 
recommendations to OHA’s administrator and staff on a periodic basis.  
While it does have a charter, the Investment Advisory Committee 
lacks mandatory trustee involvement or insight, as well as any actual 
authority.  The current advisory committee setup should be enhanced to 
constitute a formalized, investment-specific committee, which provides 
detailed recommendations on a structured schedule directly to the ARM 
Committee.  This enhanced committee would be comprised of more 
internal OHA staff, including financially literate trustee(s), to ensure 
the interests of OHA are at the forefront of the committee.  A visual 
illustrating the proposed structure of the enhanced investment advisory 
committee is included below as Exhibit 2.1.
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Exhibit 2.1
Proposed Investment Advisory Committee Structure

Source:  Navigant Consulting, Inc.
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We found that the board’s Investment Policy Statement does not 
contain a comprehensive code of ethics policy to address investment 
management industry best practices for preventing, identifying, and 
resolving conflicts of interest and other violations.  The investment 
policy code of ethics in place during the review period included the 
following provisions:  (i) trustees, officers and employees should refrain 
from personal business activities that shall impair their decisions; 
(ii) employees and investment personnel should disclose any material 
interest in financial institutions they conduct business with and any 
personal holdings that could relate to the trust; and (iii) employees and 
officers shall refrain from investment transactions with whom business is 
conducted on behalf of the trust.  However, the policy does not identify 
all potential conflicts and does not establish reporting requirements, 
escalation procedures, or reporting lines.  There is also no requirement 
that trustees certify that they are in compliance with the code of ethics 
or that they have disclosed all potential conflicts.  With no formalized, 
documented process, the board may not be aware of potential conflicts 
that could affect the agency as a whole.  Furthermore, conflicts and 
violations could go unreported.

In addition, OHA does not have a “whistleblower” policy or a toll-free 
phone line available to OHA staff and beneficiaries to report potential 
conflicts, violations, or other issues.  We noted that each board meeting 
opens with the opportunity for the community to voice concerns and ends 
with the opportunity for beneficiaries to provide comments.  However, 
OHA does not track general beneficiary concerns or complaints 
specifically related to the trust.  Beneficiaries and staff are therefore 
less likely to report issues and complaints, and OHA cannot ensure 
complaints and issues are properly received and resolved.

According to the National Standards for U.S. Community Foundations, 
a foundation’s governing body should implement and approve policies 
to prevent perceived potential or actual conflicts of interest, including 
requiring the documentation of disclosures of conflicts of interest.  In 
addition, according to the Principles for Good Governance and Ethical 
Practice:  A Guide for Charities and Foundations, a foundation should 
establish and implement policies and procedures that enable individuals 
to come forward with information on illegal practices or violations of 
organizational policies.  Such a whistleblower policy should specify 
that the organization will not retaliate against and will protect the 
confidentiality of individuals who make good faith reports.

The investment policy 
statement’s code 
of ethics policy is 
inadequate
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We found that OHA maintains a fiscal reserve fund, which is informally 
known as a “rainy day fund.”  The fiscal reserve was established in 
2001 and, although separately accounted for by the board, the related 
moneys remain a part of the trust fund.  The fiscal reserve policy is an 
attachment to the Native Hawaiian Trust Fund Spending Policy and 
was last updated in 2003.  The spending policy states that the annual 
spending withdrawals shall include:  “Any funds available but not spent 
in previous fiscal years, held within the Native Hawaiian Trust Fund.”  
Accordingly, the source of funding for the fiscal reserve is a year-end 
budget surplus of audited financials.

The fiscal reserve policy does not provide for any cap on the reserve, 
and as a result, the reserve has been allowed to balloon from $1 million 
in 2001 to $17.7 million as of December 31, 2008.  In 2006 and 2007, 
the reserve balance exceeded $20 million.  We do note that the entire 
balance of the $17.5 million legislative appropriation to OHA due 
to underpayments of ceded land revenues between July 1, 2001 and 
June 30, 2005, was credited to OHA’s fiscal reserve in 2006.  Exhibit 2.2 
below illustrates the balance of the fiscal reserve since its inception in 
2001 through 2008.

Exhibit 2.2
Fiscal Reserve Balance for 2001-2008

Source: Navigant Consulting, Inc., based on information provided by the Office of 
Hawaiian Affairs
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A further cause for concern is the fact that the fund appears to be largely 
unutilized.  This is likely due to the lack of a defined policy regarding 
how fiscal reserve funds are to be spent.  The fiscal reserve policy itself 
does address use of the reserve funds.  However, in Attachment A to 
the spending policy (which is not referenced in the spending policy), 
the Native Hawaiian Trust Fund Spending Policy’s Fiscal Reserve 
Withdrawal Guidelines (adopted October 9, 2003), states:  “OHA’s fiscal 
reserve fund is designed to provide money in certain situations.  These 
situations are defined as combinations of circumstances calling for 
immediate action.”

This vague language appears to have led to confusion among board 
members and administrative staff as to how the fiscal reserve is to be 
used.  The conflicting views included:  (i) the trustees can utilize the 
reserve when they deem necessary with six votes; (ii) the reserve is only 
to be used for emergencies; and (iii) the administration has access to and 
controls the spending of the fiscal reserve.  In addition, we discovered 
that in 2004, a few trustees raised concerns that the fiscal reserve policy 
was invalid due to a dispute as to whether it was considered a “policy” 
requiring two readings and six “yes” votes, or a “guideline” requiring 
one reading and five votes—the policy had received one reading and 
six votes.  Increasing the ambiguity is the fact that the fiscal reserve 
policy, which was last updated in 2003, was not physically attached to 
or referenced in the most recent spending policy, which was amended 
on July 6, 2006.  We noted that the OHA administrator and the chief 
financial officer both believe that the fiscal reserve policy is valid even 
though it may have received only one reading and that the 2003 version 
of the policy is incorporated into the current spending policy.

In addition to underutilizing the reserve, the vague fiscal reserve policy 
could potentially result in OHA using the reserve funds in a manner that 
is neither specifically mandated nor consistent with the agency’s purpose.  
Also, with no cap on the reserve, the balance may continue to grow 
excessively, thereby increasing the amount of funds set aside that could 
be used in such a manner or not be used at all.  Further, without clearly 
defined guidelines, it is not possible to determine the effectiveness of 
the grant distributions made by the board respective to the fiscal reserve 
pool.
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The Office of Hawaiian Affairs has a structure and process in place 
for overseeing the trust’s investments and monitoring the performance 
of its contracted investment advisors and managers.  Although OHA 
has made recent improvements to the process, for most of the review 
period, the policies and procedures in place were inadequate to satisfy 
OHA’s responsibilities with respect to the trust.  Even with the recent 
enhancements, significant progress is needed.

We found that the trust’s investments were underperforming for the 
majority of the review period of FY2004 to FY2008, not only failing 
to meet its own target earnings goals in nearly half of the quarters, but 
also falling below average nationwide peer performance in 18 of the 20 
quarters reviewed.  In addition, despite the importance of investment 
performance, OHA did not properly monitor and evaluate performance 
by updating its investment policy statement as needed, ensuring accurate 
and consistent performance reporting by the investment advisors, and 
implementing a proper risk management program.

Since the initial procurement of the current investment advisors in 
February 2003, OHA has not evaluated whether its advisory fees—
which averaged more than $3 million annually for FY2006-2007—are 
reasonable and competitive.  Further, OHA has not established 
procedures to effectively monitor the activities of the advisors with 
respect to key areas of investment compliance, valuation, account 
reconciliations, and proxy voting—all critical to the proper maintenance 
and oversight of the trust’s investments.  Finally, OHA must do more to 
ensure its asset allocation is appropriate, based on its own established 
goals, risks, and asset ranges, as well as optimally diversified in 
comparison to its peer group.

The recent improvements OHA has made with respect to the investment 
process demonstrate that the agency is working to enhance monitoring 
of the trust’s performance and of the investment advisors and managers.  
If OHA continues down this path and further addresses the limitations 
identified below, it will strengthen its investment process and framework 
and help ensure that its fiduciary responsibilities with respect to the trust 
are satisfied.

The Native Hawaiian Trust Fund did not outperform OHA’s overall 
target objective, which is the Consumer Price Index (CPI) plus 500 basis 
points, in eight out of 20 quarters reviewed.  We further observed that 
the trust did not outperform the Trust Universe Comparison Service 
(TUCS) median return in 18 out of 20 quarters reviewed.  The trust 
failed to be in the top half of the TUCS universe for all but two quarters 
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during the review period of fiscal years 2004 to 2008, thus precluding it 
from being in the top 40 percent of tax-exempt portfolios—a stated goal 
in Section 13.6 of OHA’s 2003 investment policy.  We used the TUCS 
study for comparison based on readily available information; however, 
the CommonFund Study may likewise be a suitable peer comparison 
for OHA.  We also noted that the OHA trust returns are calculated gross 
of fees by Goldman Sachs, which skews the results higher so actual 
returns may be lower.  Exhibit 2.3 illustrates how the trust’s returns have 
generally lagged behind its peers and its own targets over the past five 
fiscal years.

Exhibit 2.3
Trust Performance Compared to the TUCS Database and OHA’s Overall Target

Quarter Overall Trust 
Performance

Inflation Plus 500 
Basis Points Differential

Trust Universe 
Comparison 

Service
Differential

FY 2004 14.31% 8.19% 6.12% 15.35% -1.04%
FY 2005 9.25% 7.48% 1.77% 9.78% -0.53%
FY 2006 9.52% 9.18% 0.35% 11.08% -1.56%
FY 2007 14.23% 7.62% 6.61% 16.97% -2.74%
FY 2008 -6.31% 9.85% -16.16% -4.31% -2.00%

*These results are presented on an aggregated basis based on the quarterly information that was reviewed.

Source:  Compiled from OHA’s quarterly performance reports and the TUCS Universe of Endowments
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Global economic and market events can be regarded as the cause for the 
recent failure to beat the overall target objective.  However, the fact that 
the trust was not in the top half of the TUCS universe for all but two of 
the quarters reviewed warrants a close review of the managers’ advisory 
services and subsequent fees and performance results.

The Office of Hawaiian Affairs established a spending policy to 
ensure the continued viability of the trust by maintaining principal and 
producing stable and predictable spending.  The Office of Hawaiian 
Affairs is allowed to spend 5 percent of the trust’s average market value 
over the preceding 12 quarters.  When compared to the spending policy, 
the purpose of the trust’s investment target (inflation plus 500 basis 
points, or 5 percent) is to ensure that the assets of the trust track inflation 
while providing 5 percent of its value for spending purposes without 
decreasing the overall value of the trust.

Since the trust struggles to meet its goal of inflation plus 500 basis 
points, which is equal to the annual spending amount, the trust size will 
decrease as the annual budget is drawn in accordance with the spending 
policy.  According to our analysis, the trust is not performing in the top 
half of the TUCS peer universe, and as a result, the trust’s value is not 
increasing as much as its peers, which decreases the level of its eligible 
future spending.

According to the National Standards for U.S. Community Foundations, 
published by the Council on Foundations, a community foundation has a 
long-term goal of securing resources to address the changing needs of the 
community it serves.  This standard implies that it should be the goal of 
OHA to secure the resources of the trust.  By tracking the performance of 
its peers, OHA can be better positioned to achieve its target returns.

The investment performance of the trust is the most important driver of 
the investment advisor relationship, so OHA should ensure that it has 
strong monitoring capabilities in order to be fully aware of all issues 
and incidents.  However, we found that OHA did not regularly review 
and update its investment policy statement, placed overreliance on the 
investment advisors to monitor investment performance, and had not 
developed a formal risk management and assessment program.

OHA does not regularly review and update its investment 
policy

We confirmed through interviews that OHA staff commonly understood 
the trust performance target to be CPI (inflation) plus 5 percent.  
However, Section 2.2 of the 2003 investment policy states the target 
to be CPI plus 4 percent.  The commonly understood target return of 
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inflation plus 500 basis points appears consistent with OHA’s spending 
policy, which allows spending of 5 percent of the trailing 12-quarter 
average of trust assets on an annual basis.

While this discrepancy appears to have been addressed in OHA’s updated 
investment policy, implemented in January 2009, which correctly states 
the target at CPI plus 5 percent, it illustrates the fact that OHA did not 
understand the importance of reviewing and ensuring the investment 
policy is current on at least an annual basis.  This discrepancy may cause 
confusion when reviewing the performance of the trust compared to the 
stated overall target return.  Also, by not regularly evaluating the tactical 
asset allocation through the investment policy, the trust may not benefit 
from adjusting the asset allocation to take advantage of asset classes that 
may outperform the existing allocation.

OHA relies heavily on the investment advisors’ performance 
reports, which are not standardized

The Office of Hawaiian Affairs relies heavily on the investment advisors 
for performance reporting.  Section 13.4 of the investment policy (2003) 
entitled “Performance Monitoring” states that OHA will review monthly 
statements, in addition to quarterly investment manager performance 
reports.  The Office of Hawaiian Affairs informed us that it has always 
reviewed custodial statements monthly; however, it is not clear whether 
Section 13.4 pertains to detailed manager statements or custodian 
statements.  Additionally, we noted that the custodial review has not been 
documented in a formalized manner during the review period, except at 
the time of the year-end audit.

Each quarter the investment advisors present the performance of the trust 
to the board.  Through on-site interviews, we learned that OHA does 
not calculate performance independently, and during the review period, 
did not have a consistent process in place to aggregate the performance 
of the investment managers.  The overreliance on investment advisors 
is unwarranted, especially since their reports were not consistently 
prepared, lacked peer comparisons, and inaccurately reflected 
benchmarks:

Inconsistent reporting of fees – The Frank Russell Investments 
quarterly performance reports calculate performance net of fees and 
discloses this data, whereas the Goldman Sachs quarterly performance 
reports calculate performance gross of fees and discloses this on each 
statement.  This causes the reported performance to be skewed higher for 
Goldman, as it does not deduct management fees.  Regulators have noted 
that performance results that do not reflect the deduction of advisory 
fees, brokerage or other commissions, and any other expenses that a 
client would have paid or actually paid do not reflect actual investment 
results. 
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Inconsistent peer group comparisons – We also observed that OHA did 
not consistently receive information from Goldman Sachs comparing the 
results of its investments to a peer average for respective asset classes 
(e.g., Lipper – a global leader in supplying mutual fund information, 
analytical tools, and commentary), nor did the advisors consistently 
provide an overall trust return comparison to similar portfolio structures 
on a quarterly basis (e.g., TUCS, Wilshire).  Since 2007, the Goldman 
Sachs quarterly performance reports have contained information 
regarding comparison to the TUCS database as well as the Lipper peer 
averages.  The Office of Hawaiian Affairs’ investment consultant reviews 
the TUCS database as well as CommonFund Studies on an annual 
basis.  Frank Russell Investments provides Lipper comparisons on its 
quarterly performance reports to OHA and has done so throughout the 
entire relationship.  Russell has also provided annual comparisons to the 
CommonFund Study since 2007.

Inaccurate benchmarks – We further observed that the quarterly 
performance reports presented by Goldman Sachs and Frank Russell 
Investments do not accurately reflect the custom benchmark as 
prescribed by OHA.  Exhibit 2.4 below provides a detailed comparison 
of OHA’s investment benchmarks to those of its investment advisors 
for fiscal years 2003 through 2008.  The Frank Russell Investments 
benchmark is similar, although a few of the asset weightings are different 
from OHA’s custom benchmark.  These observations can be attributed 
to the fact that a standardized quarterly performance report was not 
established by OHA until early 2007, and the investment advisors have 
been slow in implementing these changes.  The slow enhancement 
results from the fact that OHA had not developed and adopted vendor 
oversight policies and procedures to monitor the investment advisors 
to ensure these changes were implemented.  The standardized quarterly 
performance report created by OHA in early 2007 created a standardized 
benchmark and required the investment advisors to compare returns to 
peer institutions and funds.  As a result of these requested enhancements, 
OHA has been working with the investment advisors in order to 
standardize the quarterly reports based on these new changes.
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Exhibit 2.4
Comparison of OHA’s Investment Benchmarks to Its Investment Advisors for FY2003 
Through FY2008

Benchmark 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

OHA

Large Cap Equity — — — — 25% R1000 25% R1000

Small Cap Equity — — — — 10% R2000 10% R2000

Non-US Equity — — — — 10% MSCI EAFE 10% MSCI EAFE

Fixed Income — — — — 20% LB 
Aggregate

20% LB 
Aggregate

High Yield — — — — 5% Salomon HY 5% Salomon HY

Real Estate — — — —
10% of 75% 

NCREIF, 25% 
NAREIT

10% of 75% 
NCREIF, 25% 

NAREIT

Absolute Return — — — — 10% 3 mo LIBOR 
+ 4%

10% 3 mo LIBOR 
+ 4%

Private Equity — — — — 10% MSCI World 
+ 5%

10% MSCI World 
+ 5%

Goldman Sachs

Large Cap Equity 36% R1000 36% R1000 36% R1000 36% R1000 36% R1000 36% R1000

Small Cap Equity 6% R2000 6% R2000 6% R2000 6% R2000 6% R2000 6% R2000

Non-US Equity 13% MSCI EAFE 
net unhedged

13% MSCI EAFE 
net unhedged

13% MSCI EAFE 
net unhedged

13% MSCI EAFE 
net unhedged

13% MSCI EAFE 
net unhedged

13% MSCI EAFE 
net unhedged

Fixed Income 30% LB 
Aggregate

30% LB 
Aggregate

30% LB 
Aggregate

30% LB 
Aggregate

25% LB 
Aggregate

25% LB 
Aggregate

High Yield — — — — 5% Citi US HY 
Cash

5% Citi US HY 
Cash

Real Estate 5% Wilshire RE 5% Wilshire RE 5% Wilshire RE 5% Wilshire RE 5% Wilshire RE 5% Wilshire RE

Absolute Return 10% 3 mo US 
Libor

10% 3 mo US 
Libor

10% 3 mo US 
Libor

10% 3 mo US 
Libor

10% 3 mo US 
Libor

10% 3 mo US 
Libor

Private Equity — — — — — —

Frank Russell Investments

Large Cap Equity 34% R1000 34% R1000 44.5% R3000 44.5% R3000 28% R1000 28% R1000

Small Cap Equity 10% R2500 10% R2500 8% R2000 8% R2000

Non-US Equity 10% MSCI EAFE 10% MSCI EAFE 10% MSCI EAFE 10% MSCI EAFE 16% MSCI EAFE 
Net

16% MSCI EAFE 
Net

Fixed Income 35% LB 
Aggregate

25% LB 
Aggregate

25.5% LB 
Aggregate

25.5% LB 
Aggregate

23% LB 
Aggregate

23% LB 
Aggregate

High Yield — — — — — —

Real Estate 9% REEF Mean, 
3% NAREIT

8% REEF Mean, 
3% NAREIT

7% Russell 
Open-End 

RE Mean, 3% 
NAREIT

7% Russell 
Open-End 

RE Mean, 3% 
NAREIT

7% NCREIF, 3% 
NAREIT

7% NCREIF, 3% 
NAREIT

Absolute Return — 10% 30 day 
LIBOR + 4%

10% 30 day 
LIBOR + 4%

10% 30 day 
LIBOR + 4%

10% 30 day 
LIBOR + 4%

10% 30 day 
LIBOR + 4%

Private Equity — — — — 5% LIBOR 30 
day

5% LIBOR 30 
day

Source:  Compiled from OHA’s quarterly investment performance reports for FY2003-FY2008
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The Office of Hawaiian Affairs has become overly dependent upon 
the services offered by Goldman Sachs and Frank Russell Investments 
and did not require the managers to standardize their reports at the 
beginning of their respective relationships.  As a result, OHA may not 
have accurate performance reports available with which to monitor the 
trust’s performance; the performance reports received from Goldman 
Sachs were not a good representation of the portfolio’s actual returns (as 
they are gross of fees).  Also, the reports do not allow OHA to compare 
the returns to similar funds on an asset class basis or to peers (e.g., 
endowments) on an overall return basis.  Consequently, the board is not 
aware of the trust’s performance relative to its peers, and the information 
that was omitted by the investment advisors would provide a suitable 
comparison.

Subsequent to the initial review period, during November 2008, OHA 
entered into a new custodial contract with Frank Russell Investments, 
which in turn was sub-contracted to State Street.  This new relationship 
is anticipated to provide enhanced reporting features, as State Street 
should aggregate investment data from both investment advisors and 
independently calculate trust performance.

OHA had not created a risk management program during the 
review period

The Office of Hawaiian Affairs had not created a risk management 
program during the period under review, including the development of 
a documented risk assessment.  Section 3080, 3.8.a, of the OHA Board 
of Trustees Executive Policy Manual (dated November 2007), states that 
the board shall approve a risk management policy that will minimize 
potential losses, satisfy the Uniform Investment Act, improve the 
management of existing uncertainty, as well as improve the management 
of the approach and priorities to new opportunities.

The Office of Hawaiian Affairs did not have a board-approved risk 
management policy or a risk assessment matrix during the review period.  
Without a risk management or assessment policy or process, OHA is 
unable to identify, evaluate, and adequately monitor potential risks, 
including high-risk areas to the trust and OHA.  The board may be unable 
to prevent or identify potentially damaging problems from occurring or 
reoccurring.

A best practice risk assessment program should include a self assessment 
of existing operational and compliance controls, focusing on areas 
within OHA where controls or supervision may place the trust at risk.  
Risks such as failure to meet investment return goals, failure to achieve 
tactical or strategic allocation goals, failure to effectively safeguard trust 
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assets, and failure to identify potential conflicts of interest should be 
identified.  Additionally, procedures should be written and implemented 
to mitigate these risks where needed.  The risk assessment review 
process should occur at least annually to ensure OHA maintains effective 
implementation of mitigating risk factors.

We do note that a risk assessment program (including a risk matrix and 
policy), drafted and dated January 2009, is pending approval by OHA’s 
chief financial officer.  However, the drafted risk assessment does not 
include a risk assessment methodology.

The OHA board has not evaluated the cost of existing investment options 
against comparable investment funds to identify potential cost savings 
to ensure the advisory fees paid are competitive.  In February 2003, 
the board decided to transition from the previous investment structure 
of nine separate money managers to the current manager-of-managers 
structure.  The board submitted a request for proposals (RFP) to several 
managers and, based on the responses and internal deliberations, selected 
Goldman Sachs and Frank Russell Investments as its new investment 
advisors.  Since this initial RFP request, OHA has neither reached out to 
the market to determine available fee structures for comparable services, 
nor has it completed an analysis of advisory fees being paid by peers.

According to the Uniform Prudent Investor Act in state law, Section 
554C-7, Hawai‘i Revised Statutes, “In investing and managing trust 
assets, a trustee may only incur costs that are appropriate and reasonable 
in relation to the assets, the purpose of the trust, and the skills of 
the trustee.”  Further, according to the National Standards for U.S. 
Community Foundations, published by the Council on Foundations, a 
community foundation is responsible to ensure that the foundation’s 
financial resources are used solely in furtherance of its mission.  The 
National Standards provide examples demonstrating that the assets of the 
foundation should be distributed to those employed by the foundation 
within a range considered to be reasonable and customary for community 
foundations of a similar size.

We noted that OHA’s investment consultant has documented a review of 
advisory fees paid during his 2006 and 2007 annual reports to the board; 
however, this review failed to provide any analysis based on industry 
averages of advisory fees paid.  Exhibit 2.5 illustrates the fees paid to 
each investment advisor during this period.

OHA has not evaluated 
whether its investment 
advisors’ fees are 
reasonable and 
competitive
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The Office of Hawaiian Affairs is unable to ensure that its advisory 
fees are appropriate and reasonable for a trust similar in size without 
performing a fee analysis or ensuring competition by issuing another 
RFP for advisory services.  As a result, OHA may be paying fees that are 
higher than necessary for comparable services, thus decreasing the value 
of the trust as the net performance of the trust suffers.

The Office of Hawaiian Affairs’ manager-of-managers approach provides 
investment advisors with great responsibility, including monitoring 
the performance of investment managers.  But the board still bears 
the ultimate responsibility for the performance of the trust and must 
understand the actions and policies of the investment advisors.  However, 
during the review period, OHA did not have several key procedural 
controls in place to effectively monitor the activities of the investment 
advisors with respect to investment compliance, valuation, account 
reconciliations, and proxy voting.  These areas are critical to the proper 
maintenance of the investment trust and require sufficient oversight by 
OHA and the board.

OHA did not consistently monitor investment compliance 
during the review period

During fiscal years 2004 to 2008, OHA did not receive sufficient 
information from the custodian and investment advisors, including 
quarterly attestations of compliance and exception reports, to monitor 
compliance with the investment guidelines.  In addition, the investment 
advisors do not certify quarterly or annually that they are compliant with 
the trust’s investment guidelines.

Exhibit 2.5
Investment Advisory Fees Paid By OHA During 2006 and 2007

2006 2007
Advisory Fees % of Total Advisory Fees % of Total

Goldman Sachs $1,597,000 53.3% $1,834,000 54.9%

Frank Russell Investments $1,398,000 46.7% $1,509,000 45.1%

Total Advisory Fees $2,995,000 100.0% $3,343,000 100.0%

Source:  Derived from 2006 and 2007 investment reports prepared by OHA’s investment consultant

OHA does not maintain 
adequate oversight of 
investment advisors’ 
activities
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According to industry best practices with respect to Rule 38a-1 
under the Investment Company Act of 1940, OHA should establish 
compliance monitoring procedures to ensure the trust is not invested in 
any prohibited securities and has not fallen outside the asset allocation 
guidelines. The Investment Company Act of 1940 is a federal law that 
was created to regulate the actions of investment companies (i.e., mutual 
funds).

The board is unable to ensure that its portfolio is comprised in 
accordance with its Investment Policy Statement without adequate 
reports and attestations provided by the investment advisors and 
custodian.  As a result, the trust could potentially be outside the stated 
asset allocation parameters, or the trust may be invested in prohibited 
investments.  We do note, however, that OHA recently entered into a 
new custodial agreement with Frank Russell Investments in November 
2008.  The new custodian is anticipated to be able provide the relevant 
information with respect to holdings.  Additionally, OHA is currently in 
the process of developing a quarterly control questionnaire that requires 
investment advisors to certify compliance with the investment policy.

OHA does not have a valuation policy and process to ensure 
the trust’s investment holdings are fairly and accurately valued

The Office of Hawaiian Affairs has not developed a governing valuation 
policy even though the trust invests in illiquid securities through its 
ownership of private equity funds that have illiquid holdings (such as 
the Pantheon Europe Fund IV, L.P. and the Goldman Sachs Private 
Equity Partners fund).  An illiquid security is a security that cannot be 
readily converted into cash.  Such valuations are considered high-risk 
processes within the investment management community, because client 
performance can be harmed if the investment advisor bases its advisory 
fee on overvalued holdings.

The board relies on the investment advisors for determining the value 
of illiquid securities; however, the advisors have an inherent conflict 
of interest to over-price these securities, thereby increasing fees and 
portraying better performance.  If the advisors and managers’ valuation 
procedures are not adequately reviewed or carried out in accordance 
with stated guidelines in the Investment Advisor’s Policy, OHA may 
be overpaying its advisors, because it does not understand or identify 
whether securities are appropriately priced.  This issue does appear to 
have been addressed in the updated investment policy, implemented in 
January 2009, which defines illiquid securities.

Due to the complexity of valuing illiquid securities and the inherent 
conflicts, a valuation policy should be created to ensure that trust 
assets are being properly valued in accordance with the investment 
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advisors’ policies.  According to the director of the Office of Compliance 
Inspections and Examinations of the Securities and Exchange 
Commission, in a speech to the Investment Advisor Compliance Best 
Practices Summit 2008, “advisory clients need to know the fair value 
of their holdings, and they can be harmed if the advisor overcharges its 
advisory fee based on overvalued holdings.”

OHA did not sufficiently perform and document account 
reconciliations between the custodian and investment advisor 
statements

The Office of Hawaiian Affairs receives separate investment statements 
from the two investment advisors as well as a statement from the 
custodian.  These statements should be reconciled together on a monthly 
basis to ensure dollar values of each portfolio are recorded accurately, 
identify any discrepancies, and determine the current market value of 
the overall trust.  However, through a review of policies and procedures 
and documents, as well as staff interviews, we found that OHA did not 
consistently and sufficiently document the reconciliations between the 
custodian and the investment advisor statements from FY2004 through 
FY2008.  During a majority of the review period, investment account 
reconciliations between the custodian and the investment advisor 
statements did not occur on a transparent basis, and as a result, OHA 
may have been unable to ensure the dollar values recorded by each party 
reconciled appropriately.  The reconciliation process lacked working 
paper documentation, a review checklist or template, and evidence of 
supervisory review and sign-off.

The Office of Hawaiian Affairs does not have written procedures 
in place to document reconciliations between the custodian and the 
investment advisor statements respective to the assets owned by the trust 
to ensure important responsibilities are being performed by appropriate 
staff members.  We also noted that the custodian maintains the official 
books and records of the trust.  Failure to properly and timely reconcile 
investment accounts makes it difficult for OHA to ensure reported 
amounts are accurate and to timely identify and resolve discrepancies.  
Additionally, an inadequate reconciliation process could affect OHA’s 
ability to ensure fees charged by the investment advisors and managers 
are consistent with market values as reported by the custodian.  Inflated 
fees would potentially result in lower net performance and subsequently 
lower trust value.

Although outside the initial scope of our review, we do note that 
the account reconciliation process has become more formalized, 
including the documentation of monthly reconciliation work papers and 
supervisory review, since the hiring of an investment analyst in October 
2008.  Additionally, the new custodial agreement, implemented in 
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November 2008, requires the custodian to present aggregated investment 
reports that already reconcile both investment advisors’ statements to 
that of the custodian.  The Office of Hawaiian Affairs has also stated its 
intention to have both investment advisors produce a written attestation 
that the accounts have been reconciled and verified, thus providing 
another layer of controls for this process.

OHA has delegated proxy voting authority to the investment 
advisors without assessing potential conflicts

The Office of Hawaiian Affairs delegates proxy voting authority to the 
investment advisors/managers; however, there does not appear to be 
a review of advisor proxy voting policies to assess potential conflicts 
of interest.  Proxy voting gives investors the opportunity to participate 
in shareholder voting when they are not able to attend the meeting; 
shareholder voting typically entails decisions concerning operations, 
corporate governance, and social issues.

Since there exists a potential for the investment advisors and managers 
to vote proxies in a manner that is not consistent with the interests of 
the trust, proper oversight is necessary.  OHA should develop a proxy 
voting policy that describes how it shall review and monitor advisor 
and manager proxy voting and related actions.  For example, one of the 
investment advisors is able to vote on its own fund proxies.  We noted 
that OHA now has access to ClientLINK, a service provided by Frank 
Russell Investments that stores all proxy related information and could 
allow OHA to perform necessary due diligence related to proxy voting.

As stated by Rule 206(4)-6 of the federal Investment Advisor’s Act of 
1940, investment advisors are required to adopt and implement written 
policies and procedures that are reasonably designed to ensure that 
proxy voting is done in the best interest of the client.  Under the proxy 
voting rule, investment advisors are required to disclose how they voted 
proxies with respect to the securities held in the client account.  While 
OHA is not subject to this rule, it is considered an industry best practice 
to develop policies and procedures to ensure proxy voting handled by an 
investment advisor is done in the best interest of the client and without 
conflicts of interest.

As stated in OHA’s 2003 Investment Policy Statement, the “purpose of 
strategic asset allocation is to provide an optimal mix of investments 
that has the potential to produce the desired returns with the least 
amount of fluctuation in the overall value of the investment portfolio.”  
However, we found that the board could do more to ensure that its asset 
allocation is appropriate based on its goals and risks.  Currently, the 
board does not consistently compare its allocation ranges to peer groups 

Monitoring of the 
trust’s asset allocation 
needs improvement
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to ensure its asset mix is optimal.  Additionally, OHA should improve the 
transparency of current reports, enabling it to better monitor adherence to 
stated allocation ranges.

The trust’s asset allocation plan appears to be inconsistent with 
those of its peers, making assessment difficult

The Office of Hawaiian Affairs’ Board of Trustees does not compare the 
investment policy to a peer asset allocation study on a consistent basis.  
Without this type of comparison, OHA is unable to determine whether 
the performance of the trust is in line with its peers.  Review of, and 
comparison with, peer allocation plans are industry best practices and 
would enable the board to review current trends of the industry and make 
necessary adjustments.

We compared the trust’s asset allocation plan to the National Association 
of College and University Business Officers (NACUBO) peer universe 
average asset allocation, noting the trust was outside the peer universe 
during FY2004 to FY2008.  The National Association of College 
and University Business Officers, founded in 1962, is a nonprofit 
professional organization representing chief administrative and financial 
officers at more than 2,100 colleges and universities across the country.  
The NACUBO peer universe contains endowments and foundations 
with assets between $100 million and $500 million, and is a relevant 
comparison due to OHA’s similarities to an endowment or foundation.  
Exhibit 2.6 provides a detailed comparison of OHA’s asset allocation to 
NACUBO’s peer universe average asset allocation for fiscal years 2004 
through 2008.  Instances where the differential between the trust and 
NACUBO is greater than 5 percent are highlighted in red.
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Exhibit 2.6
OHA Asset Allocation Comparison to NACUBO Peer Universe Average

Asset Allocation Compared to NACUBO
FY 2004 FY 2005 FY 2006 FY 2007 FY 2008

NACUBO Average Asset Allocation
Equity 59.10% 57.80% 56.80% 56.60% 50.40%

Trust Average Asset Allocation
Equity 56.65% 54.86% 55.21% 53.77% 49.64%

Differential 2.45% 2.94% 1.59% 2.83% 0.76%
NACUBO Average Asset Allocation

Fixed Income 19.50% 18.90% 16.90% 15.10% 16.50%
Trust Average Asset Allocation

Fixed Income 31.39% 26.94% 25.45% 26.45% 26.78%

Differential 11.89% 8.04% 8.55% 11.35% 10.28%
NACUBO Average Asset Allocation

Real Estate 3.10% 3.00% 4.00% 3.60% 4.10%
Trust Average Asset Allocation

Real Estate 7.14% 8.28% 8.15% 7.74% 7.49%

Differential 4.04% 5.28% 4.15% 4.14% 3.39%
NACUBO Average Asset Allocation

Hedge Funds 10.00% 11.40% 12.30% 13.80% 16.40%
Trust Average Asset Allocation

Hedge Funds 4.79% 9.30% 9.87% 9.62% 11.92%

Differential 5.21% 2.10% 2.49% 4.18% 4.48%
NACUBO Average Asset Allocation

Private Equity 3.20% 3.30% 3.60% 3.90% 5.50%
Trust Average Asset Allocation

Private Equity 0.00% 0.49% 1.24% 2.21% 4.13%

Differential 3.20% 2.85% 2.36% 1.69% 1.37%
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We observed that OHA receives an annual analysis based on the 
CommonFund Study with respect to peer asset allocation averages via 
the Russell quarterly performance report; however, this information is 
not presented to the board in the investment consultant’s annual report.  
Without frequent comparisons to peer group asset allocations, it is 
difficult for OHA to ensure it is maintaining a proper diversification of 
asset classes, which is critical to a portfolio’s investment performance 
and ability to weather unfavorable markets.

The strategy of tactical asset allocation transfers and 
redistribution requires increased reporting and monitoring

During our initial review of the trust’s asset allocation, we found that 
during FY2004 through FY2008, the allocations appeared to be in excess 
of the maximum allowed under the 2003 investment policy for US 
Large Cap Equities (in 18 quarters out of 20 quarters), and for US Core 
Fixed Income (in 16 quarters out of 20 quarters) holdings.  However, 
after further review, we discovered that Private Equity funds are initially 
maintained in the US Large Cap Equities asset class, and High Yield 
Debt is initially held in the Core Fixed Income asset class.

Based on communications from the investment advisors to OHA, it 
became apparent that the investment advisors initially maintain funds 
committed to Private Equity in US Large Cap Equities.  Then, as capital 
calls (or draw downs) are made, the allocations are transferred back 

Exhibit 2.6
OHA Asset Allocation Comparison to NACUBO Peer Universe Average (continued)

Source: OHA investment advisors’ FY2004 to FY2008 quarterly investment performance reports and the National Association of 
College and University Business Officers
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to Private Equity.  This initially caused the US Large Cap Equity to 
exceed its allocation limit; however, when the Private Equity allocation 
maximum is aggregated with US Large Cap threshold, the trust falls 
into appropriate range.  The same strategy is utilized by the investment 
advisors with respect to High Yield and Core Fixed Income asset 
class holdings.  As the High Yield maximum allocation percentage 
is aggregated with the Core Fixed Income maximum threshold, the 
respective allocation percentages fall in line with the appropriate ranges 
as stated in the 2003 investment policy.  We do note that as the trust 
increased its investments in Private Equity and High Yield debt, the trust 
moved within the stated guidelines in the investment policy (effective 
2003).

This structure, although common in the industry, requires additional 
reporting by the investment advisors so that OHA is able to fully 
understand the actual asset allocation and the stage of the transition—i.e., 
the move from US Large Cap to Private Equity and the move from US 
Core Fixed Income to High Yield.  This additional reporting would allow 
OHA to track the movement of asset allocations as well as appropriately 
monitor the performance attributions of the trust, such as how the 
overweight allocation to US Large Cap influenced the realized returns for 
the previous quarter.

Without the benefit of this enhanced reporting during FY2004 
through FY2008, OHA experienced a lack of transparency to monitor 
performance attribution in the Large Cap and Core Fixed Income asset 
classes due to changes being implemented to the portfolio over a long 
period of time.  Without the appropriate reporting from the investment 
advisors, OHA is unable to track the transition of the asset allocation 
weightings and is unable to appropriately monitor the performance 
attribution of the trust.  The monitoring of the performance attribution 
of the trust enables OHA to determine how its returns were generated; 
specifically, if it was due to an overweighting in US Large Cap or US 
Core Fixed Income.

Although asset allocations were ultimately deemed to be within 
acceptable ranges, greater transparency is needed.  The Office of 
Hawaiian Affairs’ new custodian is expected to combine the portfolios 
of both investment advisors to present an aggregated portfolio.  This 
aggregated portfolio should allow OHA to closely monitor the overall 
asset allocation of the trust.

Since the trust has underperformed when compared to peer groups, OHA 
must consider all relevant options to improve returns on investments—
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diversification through a proper mix of asset classes is critical to 
performance.  Without regular comparisons to peer groups and clearer 
investment reports, OHA will have a more difficult time ensuring that it 
is maintaining an optimal mix of investments.

The Office of Hawaiian Affairs has made significant strides in 
correcting the findings of the previous audit; however, a majority of the 
improvements were made subsequent to or during the latter half of the 
review period, including several undertaken during and subsequent to 
our fieldwork in January 2009.  For example, OHA’s investment policy 
statement, which had not been reviewed since 2003, was finally updated 
and implemented in October 2008 and January 2009, respectively—
actions we recommended in our 2005 audit report.

Despite these recent enhancements, we noted several issues during 
the review period that require further attention by OHA.  We found 
that OHA had not integrated all of the recommendations from the 
previous audit in 2005, and recommendations that were integrated 
were done a considerable time later.  Exhibit 2.7 displays findings and 
recommendations identified in our prior 2005 OHA audit report, as well 
as the current status and expected implementation dates, as applicable.  
The 2006 status was previously provided by OHA and reported in the 
Office of the Auditor’s 2006 annual report.

Many Recent 
Improvements to 
the Investment 
Process Have 
Been Made, But 
More Work Is 
Needed
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Exhibit 2.7
Status of Prior Audit Findings and Recommendations as of December 31, 2008

FY2003
Office of the Auditor 
Recommendations

2006 Status Provided by 
OHA (Office of the Auditor 

2006 Annual Report)

Current Status as of 
December 31, 2008

Implementation Prior to 
December 31, 2008

The Office of Hawaiian 
Affairs should:

Revise components of 1. 
its investment policy 
statement as follows:

The Board of Trustees 
will review and revise the 
Investment Policy in the first 
quarter of calendar year 
2007.

OHA now maintains the 
following policy manuals:  
a Native Hawaiian Trust 
Fund Spending Policy 
(September 2004, 
amended July 2006), an 
Executive Policy Manual 
(November 2007), a Fiscal 
Procedures Manual (June 
2008), an Investment 
Policy Statement (May 
2003, update implemented 
January 2009), and an 
Operational Procedures 
(January 2009).

We noted that OHA’s 
trustees and administrative 
staff are not reviewing 
policies and procedures on 
an annual basis to ensure 
policies and procedures 
are current and accurate, 
leading to outdated manuals 
that can potentially be 
unresponsive to current 
market conditions.  The 
Investment Policy 
Statement was not reviewed 
for 5 years.  The OHA Board 
of Trustees and its agency 
may want to consider 
creating or enhancing 
the following policies and 
procedures with respect 
to the trust:  a formalized 
fiscal reserve policy to 
include specific criteria for 
use of the fiscal reserve; a 
valuation policy for illiquid 
securities that could adopt 
the valuation policy and 
procedures of its advisors 
and managers; a more 
comprehensive code of 
ethics as previously noted in 
our report; a policy to notify 

Various:  September 2004 - 
Ongoing
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FY2003
Office of the Auditor 
Recommendations

2006 Status Provided by 
OHA (Office of the Auditor 

2006 Annual Report)

Current Status as of 
December 31, 2008

Implementation Prior to 
December 31, 2008

the public that it can 
request information with 
respect to the trust and 
OHA; and policies related 
to investment contracting, 
investment management, 
service provider oversight, 
and investment manager 
oversight (due diligence).

Delineate the legislative •	
and procedural 
authority of OHA and 
the Board of Trustees 
to make and refine 
investment policy.

The local investment 
consultant has already 
reviewed the benchmark 
indices and will present 
a recommendation to the 
OHA Chief Financial Officer 
(CFO) by December 15, 
2006.

OHA appears to clearly 
lay out the duties and 
responsibilities with respect 
to trust fund investments 
in its amended Investment 
Policy Statement, which 
was implemented on 
January 1, 2009.  In 
addition, the amended 
Investment Policy 
Statement appears to 
delegate policy making 
authority to the Board of 
Trustees.  Further, OHA 
maintains an Executive 
Policy Manual (November 
2007) outlining trustee 
obligations and fiduciary 
duties.

No (implemented January 1, 
2009)

More clearly define •	
the benchmarks 
to be used by the 
investment advisors, 
ensuring accuracy and 
consistency.

The local investment 
consultant will work with the 
OHA CFO to recommend 
performance objectives by 
December 15, 2006.

OHA has created a custom 
benchmark as stated in the 
amended Investment Policy 
Statement, implemented 
January 1, 2009.

No (implemented January 1, 
2009)

Set performance •	
objectives and means 
of measurement for the 
trust fund as a whole, 
consistent with asset 
classes in the portfolio 
where it is practical and 
supported on a net of 
fee basis.

The local consultant will 
investigate the use of 
passive investments with 
the assistance of the two 
trust fund advisors and 
present a recommendation 
to the OHA CFO by 
December 31, 2006.

OHA has set a target 
return for the trust fund as 
a whole as stated in the 
amended Investment Policy 
Statement, implemented 
January 1, 2009.

No (implemented January 1, 
2009)

Evaluate the use of •	
passive investments 
with those asset 
classes in the portfolio 
where it is practical and

The local investment 
consultant with the 
assistance of OHA staff and 
the two trust fund advisors 
will conduct an asset

Passive investments 
are addressed in the 
amended Investment Policy 
Statement, implemented 
January 2009.

No (implemented January 1, 
2009)

Exhibit 2.7
Status of Prior Audit Findings and Recommendations as of December 31, 2008 (continued)
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FY2003
Office of the Auditor 
Recommendations

2006 Status Provided by 
OHA (Office of the Auditor 

2006 Annual Report)

Current Status as of 
December 31, 2008

Implementation Prior to 
December 31, 2008

supported on a net of 
fee basis.

allocation study and present 
it to the CFO and an ad hoc 
investment committee by 
January 31, 2007.

Formally review the •	
impact of ceded land 
revenue payments from 
the State in terms of 
asset allocation and the 
need for additional real 
estate investments.

The Board of Trustees 
will review and revise the 
Investment Policy in the first 
quarter of calendar year 
2007.

Ceded land revenue is not 
considered a component 
of the investment portfolio.  
Ceded land revenue led to 
the formation of OHA’s trust.

N/A

Create a procedures 2. 
manual, outlining the 
processes, controls, 
reporting requirements, 
and oversight of the 
investment process.

The Office of Hawaiian 
Affairs will produce a 
procedures manual which 
outlines processes, controls, 
reporting requirements, and 
oversight of the investment 
managers by June 30, 
2007.

OHA now maintains the 
following policy manuals:  
an Executive Policy 
Manual (November 2007), 
an Investment Policy 
Statement (May 2003, 
amended October 2008), 
a Native Hawaiian Trust 
Fund Spending Policy 
(September 2004, amended 
July 2006), Operational 
Procedures (January 2009) 
and a Fiscal Procedures 
Manual (June 2008).

OHA operationally has 
recently:  (i) developed 
and adopted material 
changes to the processes 
to monitor investment 
advisors, including the 
creation of internal 
databases to allow OHA 
to better aggregate and 
monitor the performance of 
individual investments; and 
(ii) developed new lines of 
reporting authority within the 
CFO’s office.

Various:  September 2004 – 
Ongoing

October 2008

Improve its oversight of 3. 
the investment advisors 
to include:

OHA has selected an active 
management structure 
to achieve its investment 
targets, and it is therefore 
required to pay comparable 
fees for active management.  
Additionally, the OHA board 
has adopted an investment 
policy and asset allocation

N/A

Exhibit 2.7
Status of Prior Audit Findings and Recommendations as of December 31, 2008 (continued)
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FY2003
Office of the Auditor 
Recommendations

2006 Status Provided by 
OHA (Office of the Auditor 

2006 Annual Report)

Current Status as of 
December 31, 2008

Implementation Prior to 
December 31, 2008

model which includes 
high/low ranges for asset 
allocation across all 
approved asset classes 
with trust performance 
focused on an absolute 
performance strategy.  The 
investment advisors must 
invest trust assets in the 
manner dictated by the 
approved asset allocation 
model.  The investment 
advisors are compensated a 
percentage of assets under 
management, which is a 
recognized and common 
practice in the investment 
management industry.  This 
structure encourages the 
investment advisors to 
increase the returns of the 
trust, as greater returns 
translate to increased 
assets under management 
and ultimately, higher fees.

Creating an •	
independent function, 
either within or in 
conjunction with an 
external consultant, 
to aid in reporting and 
oversight.

OHA recently hired an 
external local consultant 
to review the investments 
in the portfolio. The OHA 
CFO will also establish and 
chair a small internal ad hoc 
investment committee to 
review the reports provided 
by the independent 
consultant and quarterly 
reports from the two 
advisors. The committee will 
be established by the end 
of 2006 and meet at least 
quarterly.

See above.

OHA operationally has 
recently:  (i) developed and 
adopted material changes 
to the processes to monitor 
investment advisors, 
including the creation 
of internal databases 
to allow OHA to better 
aggregate and monitor the 
performance of individual 
investments (October 2008); 
and (ii) developed new 
reporting lines of authority 
within the CFO’s office (late 
2008).

OHA has an independent 
consultant presenting an 
analysis of the advisors’ 
actions (effective in 2006).

Various:  2006 to Ongoing

Exhibit 2.7
Status of Prior Audit Findings and Recommendations as of December 31, 2008 (continued)
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FY2003
Office of the Auditor 
Recommendations

2006 Status Provided by 
OHA (Office of the Auditor 

2006 Annual Report)

Current Status as of 
December 31, 2008

Implementation Prior to 
December 31, 2008

OHA is currently requesting 
investment advisors to 
provide standardized 
reporting (effective 2007-
2008).

OHA is performing annual 
on-site visits of investment 
advisors and documenting 
the reviews (mid-2008).

Improving the formal •	
analysis and reporting 
associated with 
the activities and 
performance of the 
advisors.

Beginning in 2006, OHA’s 
Board of Trustees has 
enlisted the services of an 
investment consultant in 
order to provide the board 
with enhanced reporting as 
well as provide a resource 
for investment related 
inquiries.  The board, 
as part of its fiduciary 
duty to the trust, should 
continue to work with the 
investment consultant 
and independently ensure 
the investment process 
is aligned with OHA’s 
investment policies and 
objectives.

We observed that OHA 
is relying on advisors 
for middle office 
responsibilities, such as 
portfolio accounting and 
reconciliations.  We note 
that OHA is currently in 
the process of developing 
procedures with respect 
to shadowing these 
responsibilities.

2006

No (Anticipated 
implementation 
December 31, 2009)

Creating a schedule •	
and review process 
that includes visits 
to both investment 
advisors’ place of 
business and more 
completely analyzes 
their processes and 
controls.

The consultant’s duties 
include an annual due 
diligence of the two 
advisors, including site 
visits, and work has already 
begun.

OHA is currently performing 
on-site visits of investment 
advisors; however, there 
was not a standardized 
report documenting the 
visits.  We noted that the 
most recent on-site due 
diligence review with 
Goldman Sachs, dated

Mid-2008 and ongoing

Exhibit 2.7
Status of Prior Audit Findings and Recommendations as of December 31, 2008 (continued)
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FY2003
Office of the Auditor 
Recommendations

2006 Status Provided by 
OHA (Office of the Auditor 

2006 Annual Report)

Current Status as of 
December 31, 2008

Implementation Prior to 
December 31, 2008

November 4, 2008, was 
documented into an 
Investment Advisor Due 
Diligence Report.  However, 
OHA should review the 
investment policy on an 
annual basis or more 
frequently as market 
conditions and funding 
requirements dictate.

Designing a consistent •	
reporting package to 
be received from each 
investment advisor, 
containing a complete 
analysis of actions.

The consultant is designing 
portfolio parameters which 
each advisor will calculate 
the same way.  The major 
items included in the 
monthly and quarterly 
reports will also be made 
consistent.  The reporting 
format will go into effect 
during the first quarter of 
2007.

In November 2008, OHA 
entered into an agreement 
with a new custodian.  
The new custodian, 
Frank Russell Group 
(sub-custodian State 
Street), should have the 
ability to provide pertinent 
information with respect to 
holdings.  We noted that 
all information regarding 
performance was able 
to be retrieved for the 
applicable review period 
upon our request; however, 
the new custodian should 
be able to log all historical 
performance information 
going forward.

Additionally, OHA is 
currently in the process 
of developing a control 
questionnaire that the 
investment advisors would 
be required to sign quarterly, 
effective March 31, 2009.  
The control questionnaire 
addresses matters related 
to the compliance and 
operations of the investment 
portfolio.

November 2008

No (March 31, 2009)

Improving reports on •	
the trust fund as a 
whole.

The consultant will design 
improved reports from both 
the advisors and himself by 
the end of the first quarter 
of 2007.

See above. See above

Exhibit 2.7
Status of Prior Audit Findings and Recommendations as of December 31, 2008 (continued)
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FY2003
Office of the Auditor 
Recommendations

2006 Status Provided by 
OHA (Office of the Auditor 

2006 Annual Report)

Current Status as of 
December 31, 2008

Implementation Prior to 
December 31, 2008

Developing processes •	
to ensure that the 
advisors comply 
with investment 
guidelines included in 
the investment policy 
statement.

The consultant will design a 
compliance checklist based 
on the Investment Policy 
Statement for December 31, 
2006.

OHA is currently in the 
process of developing a 
control questionnaire that 
the advisors would be 
required to sign quarterly, 
effective March 31, 2009.  
The control questionnaire 
addresses matters related 
to the compliance and 
operations of the investment 
portfolio. 

No (March 31, 2009)

Standardizing the •	
contracting process and 
contracts used to retain 
investment-related 
service providers.

OHA Treasury & Other 
Services staff will 
standardize the contracting 
process by the end of the 
first quarter of 2007.

Original investment advisor 
contracts are still in effect 
(Goldman Sachs Asset 
Management contract is 
dated March 1, 2003 and 
the Frank Russell Trust 
Company contract is dated 
February 20, 2003).  The 
manager-of-managers 
structure is still in force and 
carried over from the prior 
audit period.

OHA does not perform a 
fiscal analysis of fees paid 
to advisors.  The board has 
not undertaken evaluating 
the cost of existing 
investment options against 
comparable investment 
funds to identify potential 
cost savings to ensure 
the advisory fees paid are 
competitive.  According 
to Section 554C-7, HRS, 
Uniform Prudent Investor 
Act, “In investing and 
managing trust assets, a 
trustee may only incur costs 
that are appropriate and 
reasonable in relation to the 
assets, the purpose of the 
trust, and the skills of the 
trustee.”

No

Exhibit 2.7
Status of Prior Audit Findings and Recommendations as of December 31, 2008 (continued)

Source: Prepared by Navigant Consulting, Inc.  FY2003 Recommendations from Office of the Auditor Report No. 05-03, Audit of the 
Office of Hawaiian Affairs, FY2006 Status from Office of the Auditor 2006 Annual Report, and Current Status based on current 
review work.
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The current global financial crisis is a stark reminder to those charged 
with oversight of investment trusts that they cannot simply rely on 
outside advisors, and the market in general, to provide long-term 
gains and protect assets.  Trust fiduciaries must fully understand their 
own investment strategies and holdings, as well as market risks.  The 
Office of Hawaiian Affairs has not performed all the necessary actions, 
including self-education, frequent reviews of policies, and thorough and 
relevant reporting, to fully attain this understanding.  While investment 
portfolios have been battered worldwide, the Native Hawaiian Trust 
Fund’s inability to keep pace with its peers is a clear call for improved 
management.

The Board of Trustees of the Office of Hawaiian Affairs has many 
important responsibilities in addition to managing the trust’s financial 
assets, including its primary mission of bettering the conditions of all 
Hawaiians.  However, all of OHA’s efforts are made possible by the 
moneys in the trust, and OHA must be proactive in preserving and 
growing the trust.  Recent improvements in investment management 
demonstrate the board’s understanding of this important role; however, 
the timing of these improvements and problems that continue to be 
unaddressed are cause for concern.  The beneficiaries of the trust 
cannot afford to wait another five years before the remaining issues are 
addressed.

With respect to board structure and governance, we recommend that the 
Board of Trustees of the Office of Hawaiian Affairs:

Adopt written policies and procedures regarding investment 1. 
management, service provider oversight, investment manager 
oversight, including the activities OHA performs in regard to due 
diligence of its investment advisors, and policies and procedures 
with respect to contracts, including review and approval.  In addition, 
OHA should include a policy on the agency’s website that clearly 
states the public can request documentation with respect to the trust 
and the organization. 

Assess and document its decision to retain the manager-of-managers 2. 
approach annually through the observations identified and following 
recommendations, which are described in further detail throughout 
the report, in order to demonstrate its overall fiduciary obligation to 
the Native Hawaiian Trust Fund. 

Conclusion

Recommendations

Board structure and 
governance
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Consider initiating enhanced training with a mandatory attendance 3. 
requirement.  The board will be required to sign off on trustees’ 
attendance, which will be entered into a board training log to be 
maintained by OHA’s administrator.  At least annually, all board 
members should be required to receive training on their roles and 
responsibilities.  Training for the board should include:  fiduciary 
responsibilities, accounting, financial and investment matters, and 
the understanding of quarterly reports provided by the investment 
advisors.  To achieve consistency and efficiency, training should be 
provided to the board, as a whole, and could potentially be done in 
conjunction with regularly scheduled board or committee meetings. 

Consider enhancing the current Investment Advisory Committee 4. 
and requiring additional experts as committee members.  New 
members should include the chair of the ARM Committee, a trustee-
at-large, and the CFO.  The improved sub-committee would provide 
recommendations to the ARM Committee on a structured basis (e.g., 
quarterly).  

As a best practice, consider having the board members certify, no 5. 
less frequently than annually, that they have abided by the OHA 
Code of Ethics and document the evaluation of potential conflicts of 
interest related to trust fund activities.  In addition, the board may 
want to consider logging beneficiary and community complaints 
via a complaint log.  This log would enable the board to identify 
trends in complaints.  The board also should consider instituting a 
whistleblower policy for trustees, employees, and other individuals 
to report illegal, unethical, or inappropriate activity anonymously and 
confidentially. 

Consider clarifying and formalizing its fiscal reserve policy to 6. 
include specific criteria for use of the fiscal reserve, as discrepancies 
have been noted during administrative staff and trustee interviews.  
In addition, the board may want to consider establishing a fiscal 
reserve cap to ensure the fiscal reserve is spent in a timely manner 
and according to the policies of the trust.  Unspent amounts would 
lose their reserve status and become principal investment dollars in 
the trust.

With respect to monitoring of investment performance and advisors, we 
recommend that the Board of Trustees of the Office of Hawaiian Affairs:

Consider reviewing the investment policy statement and asset 1. 
allocations on a more frequent basis to address whether tactical 
changes should be made given market factors.  We note that the 
failure to beat the overall target objective may most likely be 

Monitoring of 
investment 
performance and 
advisors
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attributed to market events; however, the board should consider 
inquiring with the investment advisors as to why the trust has been 
outperformed by the Trust Universe Comparison Service (TUCS) 
database in 18 of 20 quarters reviewed.  As a best practice, the 
board may want to consider performing a quarterly analysis of 
CommonFund, as well as TUCS data or the Council on Foundations 
to help evaluate the investment performance of the trust against a 
peer universe and document such analysis. 
 
We note that OHA receives an annual analysis based on the 
CommonFund Study with respect to peer average investment 
returns via the Frank Russell Investments quarterly performance 
report, however, this information is not presented to the board in 
the investment consultant’s annual report.  The board may want to 
consider requiring the investment consultant to include a section 
in the annual report that compares the CommonFund Study as 
presented by Russell and one other peer universe to the performance 
of the trust.  In addition, the board should consider increasing 
the frequency with which such an analysis is performed by the 
investment consultant, specifically by requiring quarterly analysis 
to help evaluate the average portfolio performance of peer universes 
against the trust’s overall performance.  This quarterly review would 
provide the board with information regarding the returns achieved 
by their peers and would give the board the opportunity to question 
on a timely basis the current investment advisors as to why they fell 
below the average of the peer universes.  Our report used the TUCS 
study for comparison based on the information readily available; 
however, the CommonFund Study may likewise be a suitable peer 
comparison to be utilized by OHA. 

Review the investment policy on an annual basis or more frequently 2. 
as market conditions and OHA funding requirements dictate.  We 
note that the investment policy, previously dated 2003, was updated 
in October 2008 and implemented in January 2009 and has clarified 
its overall target return. 

Consider reviewing the performance of the investment managers 3. 
more frequently via the online access through ClientLINK, provided 
after the review period of fiscal years 2004 to 2008.  The board 
should consider clarifying the investment policy to state that the 
monthly review of statements refers to the custodian statements 
and not the investment performance of the trust.  In addition, the 
board should consider creating a written procedure to ensure that 
the standardized quarterly performance reports as created by OHA 
are being effectively implemented by the investment managers.  We 
note that Goldman Sachs has been providing Lipper and TUCS 
comparisons on a consistent basis since the start of 2007 and 
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that Frank Russell Investments has provided Lipper comparisons 
throughout the duration of the relationship.  Additionally, Frank 
Russell Investments has consistently worked well with regard to 
standardizing the performance reports, while Goldman Sachs has had 
issues when conforming to the method prescribed by OHA. 

Review, approve, and implement the recently developed risk 4. 
assessment as soon as reasonably feasible, along with an approved 
risk management policy.  The risk management policy should include 
a risk assessment methodology describing procedures and guidelines 
for assigning appropriate risk rankings. 

Consider soliciting additional investment advisors in order to identify 5. 
any potential cost savings for comparable services, or at the very 
least to negotiate with the current advisors for fee reductions. 

Due to the complexities of valuing illiquid securities, consider 6. 
developing a valuation policy for the trust, which could adopt the 
valuation policy and procedures of its advisors and managers.  
The valuation policy should describe the process whereby the 
administrative staff and the ARM Committee shall review periodic 
(i.e., quarterly or annually) valuation reports provided by the 
advisors to ensure compliance with stated policies and assess 
the description of the controls employed around valuation by the 
advisors.  Any material valuation matters identified as a result of the 
periodic review of advisor valuation processes should be reported to 
the board. 

Establish written polices and procedures to ensure reconciliations 7. 
are accurately and properly documented between the custodian and 
the investment advisors.  We noted that under the new custodian 
agreement dated November 2008, all assets are held with Frank 
Russell Investments, with State Street acting as sub-custodian.  
Under the new agreement, the custodian will perform reconciliations, 
and OHA will obtain monthly asset verification reviews and sign-
off from State Street.  In addition, the investment analyst has 
implemented quarterly investment manager invoice verification 
worksheets. 

Require both Russell and Goldman Sachs to submit a proxy voting 8. 
report to the investment consultant/analyst on a periodic basis (e.g., 
quarterly) in addition to creating a trust Proxy Voting Policy to be 
adopted by the board.  Additionally, OHA should review proxy 
reporting information on a periodic basis to ensure investment 
advisors are voting proxies timely and without conflicts of interest.  
Any material matters or concerns identified should be reported to the 
board. 
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Consider requiring the investment consultant to include a section in 9. 
the annual report that compares the CommonFund Study as presented 
by Russell to the applicable trust investment policy.  Additionally, 
consider requiring a quarterly analysis of the CommonFund data 
to help evaluate the average asset allocation of a peer universe 
against the trust’s strategic asset allocation.  This quarterly review 
would provide the board with information regarding current trends 
among their peers and would enhance the members’ decision making 
abilities with respect to the trust’s asset allocation plan.  As noted 
previously, a common practice in the industry is to review more than 
one peer study when performing comparison analysis with respect 
to asset allocation strategies.  In addition to CommonFund, OHA 
may want to consider the review of the NACUBO study, TUCS 
information, or the Council on Foundations reports.  Each of these 
would be an appropriate peer universe given that the structure of 
the OHA trust most resembles an endowment.  We noted that the 
NACUBO data was used for comparison based on the information 
readily available to us and that the CommonFund Study may 
likewise be a suitable peer comparison to be utilized by OHA. 

Consider requiring the investment advisors to provide enhanced 10. 
reporting regarding the transition into Private Equity from the 
US Large Cap target allocation.  The advisors should include 
documented updates on the capital call structure of the Private Equity 
investments and estimated schedule of capital commitments until 
all of the committed capital is fully realized, along with the current 
quarterly report.  Doing so will also allow OHA and its board to be 
better informed with regard to the attainability (or not) of their target 
asset allocation model, as well as provide data to assist in measuring 
performance attribution from being over weighted in Large Cap and 
Core Fixed Income.  We note that OHA has contracted with Russell 
(sub-contracted with State Street) for its trust custody in November 
2008.  This new relationship should provide aggregated reports 
that potentially will provide more valuable information for OHA, 
including aggregated asset allocation reports.
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Responses of the Affected Agencies

Comments 
on Agency 
Responses

On August 31, 2009, we transmitted a draft of this report to the Board 
of Trustees and the Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA).  A copy of the 
transmittal letter to the board is included as Attachment 1; a similar letter 
was sent to the agency.  The board provided the only response, which 
included several exhibits such as OHA’s investment policy statements 
and select board meeting minutes.  The board’s response is included 
as Attachment 2 and relevant excerpts from the enclosed exhibits are 
included as Attachments 3 through 9.

In its response, the board provided extensive comments on our report 
and made general statements that the report contained numerous errors 
and inaccuracies.  However, although a cursory reading of the board’s 
response may appear to contradict our findings, in most instances the 
board challenged secondary points but ultimately acknowledged the 
major points of our findings.  Moreover, many of those arguments 
misconstrued the facts presented in our report.

The board began its response by highlighting what it claimed to be five 
“major factual errors” in our report.  It asserted upfront and throughout 
its response that our report mistakenly used a target return of consumer 
price index (CPI) plus 5 percent in assessing OHA’s investment 
performance, citing the stated target of CPI plus 4 percent in the 2003 
Investment Policy Statement.  As discussed in our report, however, OHA 
trustees and personnel informed us that it was commonly understood 
that OHA’s target return has been CPI plus 5 percent since 2003 and that 
the 4 percent in the written policy was an error.  The 5 percent target 
was also consistent with OHA’s 5 percent spending policy and its intent 
to maintain the trust principal; prudence dictates that the target return 
should match or exceed allowable spending so as not to deplete the trust 
principal.  Further, in the October 2008 update of the investment policy 
statement, the stated target return was revised to reflect the 5 percent 
target that had been used since 2003.

The board secondly claims our statement that the fiscal reserve policy 
received only one reading is erroneous, arguing that the second reading 
of the fiscal reserve policy and the vote to approve the spending policy 
are “clearly documented” in the minutes of the September 15, 2004 
Board of Trustees meeting.  This assertion highlights OHA’s lack of 
understanding of its own policies and procedures.  On August 19, 2004, 
the board met to discuss a proposed amendment to the spending policy.  
During this discussion the board appeared confused as to the status of 
the attached fiscal reserve policy, debating whether it was a policy or a 
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guideline and whether it was impacted by the proposed amendment to 
the spending policy.  The vice-chair of the board even acknowledged 
“…I don’t believe these [fiscal reserve] guidelines, being that they only 
had one reading, wherever implemented they are not authorized.”  The 
subsequent September meeting referred to in OHA’s response merely 
approved the proposed amendment to the spending policy and neither 
addressed the fiscal reserve policy nor followed up on the related 
unanswered questions posed in the prior meeting.  More importantly, 
OHA focuses its response on minor points of our report while ignoring 
the larger issue that there was an obvious lack of understanding and 
guidance as to how the fiscal reserve can be spent.

As to the board’s assertion that the investment policy statement was 
updated and effective as of October 24, 2008, we acknowledge that 
the updated policy was adopted and stated to take effect as of that 
date.  However, key OHA personnel advised us that the updated policy 
was not in fact implemented until January 1, 2009.  For clarification, 
we have revised our final report to reflect that January 1, 2009 was the 
implementation date of the updated policy rather than the effective date.  
In either case, the policy update took place after the initiation of our 
review and was long overdue.

Our draft report noted that OHA’s Investment Advisory Committee and 
Asset and Resource Management (ARM) Committee both lacked formal 
charters; however, the board has provided us a copy of the advisory 
committee’s charter and noted that the ARM committee’s role is defined 
in its bylaws.  These secondary points are corrected in our final report; 
however, our overall conclusion that the ARM Committee framework 
should be enhanced remains unchanged—OHA should reconstitute 
the Investment Advisory Committee, providing it with some degree of 
authority related to investment matters.  This recommendation is driven 
by the lack of investment expertise among the board’s trustees combined 
with the committee’s current reporting responsibility being only to OHA 
staff.

The board commented at length on several of our specific findings, but 
ultimately acknowledged the validity of most findings.  For example, in 
response to our finding that OHA did not consistently monitor investment 
compliance, the board declared disagreement and mentioned various 
actions it had taken, but then conceded that “OHA staff did not verify 
compliance” and indicated remediation was expected to be complete by 
June 30, 2010.  In another instance, the board disagreed with our finding 
that it does not have a valuation policy and process to ensure investments 
are properly valued, but later concedes, “we do agree, however, that 
OHA should put a valuation procedure to review and adopt all valuation 
policies that govern the valuation of assets.”  In disagreeing with our 
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comment, the board raises further concerns, indicating that OHA relies 
solely on external parties for valuations and has “no ability to control” 
valuation policy and procedure.  

Other comments in the board’s response indicate a failure to comprehend 
the extent of the board’s role and responsibilities with respect to the trust 
and its investments.  For example, the board’s response to our finding 
regarding the inadequacy of the Investment Policy Statement’s code 
of ethics policy highlights its lack of understanding of the policies and 
controls necessary to satisfy its fiduciary obligations.  According to the 
board, because OHA does not manage any investments in-house, “no 
fraudulent or unethical investment activities can occur within OHA 
given the lack of access, authority, and opportunity.”  This belief by the 
board is alarming, as it is well-recognized that there is always a risk 
fraud may occur.  As plainly stated in Managing the Business Risk of 
Fraud: A Practical Guide, a report sponsored by the Institute of Internal 
Auditors, the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, and 
the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners, “[e]very organization is 
susceptible to fraud” and “[n]o system of internal control can provide 
absolute assurance against fraud.”

The board goes on to assert that its use of a manager-of-managers 
structure addresses the concerns of potential conflicts and ethical issues 
because “full discretion” to invest and manage the trust’s assets resides 
with the advisors and not with OHA trustees or personnel.  The board 
further implies that it is sufficient for the advisors to have proper controls 
and risk management processes in place.  This flawed perspective 
reiterates the underlying message of our report—that the board cannot 
rely on external advisors to fulfill its fiduciary responsibilities over 
investments, and specifically, cannot rely on the advisors’ controls as 
sufficient to remediate the risks in OHA’s investment process.

The board criticized our finding that OHA’s vague fiscal reserve policy 
resulted in an idle $17.7 million reserve account.  In noting our finding 
lacked clarity and consistency, the board implied we do not understand 
that these moneys do not sit idle and are fully invested.  However, our 
report specifically states that “although separately accounted for, the 
[fiscal reserve] moneys remain a part of the trust fund.”  We also found 
that the “account” is underutilized owing to the vague usage guidelines 
and internal confusion as to purpose, points treated as an afterthought 
within the board’s response.

In evaluating OHA’s investment performance, we compared trust 
returns on a quarterly basis to its practical goal of CPI plus 5 percent, 
as well as a benchmark return.  The board alleges two key mistakes in 
our analysis—not using CPI plus 4 percent as the target (as stated in 
OHA’s 2003 investment policy) and analyzing results on a quarterly 
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versus annual basis.  We reiterate that CPI plus 5 percent was the target 
used in practice by OHA and was consistent with its spending policy.  
Moreover, if OHA did hold to its written goal of CPI plus 4 percent, it 
would effectively reduce its own goal of capital preservation from the 
outset as compared to a target return, prior to market performance having 
any effect on returns, due to its annual deduction of 5 percent of the 
trust’s average market value as part of OHA’s operating budget.  Further, 
it is standard investment industry practice to report, compare, and 
analyze returns on a quarterly basis in order to ascertain reasons for poor 
performance real-time, not just cumulatively on an annual basis.

To supplement our finding that OHA needs to improve monitoring of 
the trust’s asset allocation, we compared the trust’s allocation to a peer 
universe of college and university endowments.  The board responded 
that such a comparison is not appropriate based on many factors, 
including that OHA’s asset allocation strategy may be different than 
the peer universe institutions with the objective of sustaining their 
endowments in perpetuity.  The board’s response seems to convey a 
misunderstanding of its own goals as Section 1.2 of the Investment 
Policy Statement states, “The overall goal of the Trust Fund is to provide 
superior investment returns to sustain the beneficiaries of the Trust in 
perpetuity…”  Section 2.2 of the Investment Policy Statement further 
states, “The investment portfolio shall be designed with the objective of 
protecting principal while earning a rate of return…in order to preserve 
the fund assets…”

The board further discredited a comparison to the peer universe, noting 
it is an annual study and that following a trend that is a year old would 
be imprudent.  However, we hold that an asset allocation peer study 
review is needed to ensure that OHA’s allocation strategy is appropriate.  
Since asset allocation strategies do not deviate significantly year-to-year, 
comparison to an annual study is not unreasonable and would identify 
if OHA was trending in a different direction from its closest peers.  The 
main thrust of the comment is that while OHA’s asset allocation need 
not be identical to a chosen peer group, a periodic review is necessary 
to identify significant variations so they can be researched.  Despite 
providing a detailed argument against our finding, the board does 
conclude that “we do, however, recognize the importance of reviewing 
benchmark studies and understanding industry trends and movements.”

The board also claimed that our report did not fully recognize many 
of the improvements OHA has made to its investment process.  
However, the improvements cited in the board’s response were either 
acknowledged in our report or were implemented after our fieldwork was 
completed and well after the period covered by our review, which we 
extended to December 31, 2008 to take into account OHA’s more recent 
changes.  While we commended OHA for its recent efforts to improve 
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its investment process, we cautioned that it must continue its progress in 
order to ensure fiduciary responsibilities to the trust and its beneficiaries 
are met.

The board concluded by asserting that we “failed to base the audit on 
‘fact of policy’ provided to [us] at the time of the audit[.]”  Although 
we are unfamiliar with the phrase “fact of policy,” our report, as well as 
our comments above, demonstrates that we based our findings on all of 
the factual evidence obtained during our review.  Where written policy 
conflicted with OHA’s actual practice and procedures, we considered the 
totality of the facts in reaching our findings rather than simply relying on 
the policy in isolation.

Our final report contains a few editorial changes based on the board’s 
response.
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Excerpt from Exhibit 1 to OHA's response
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Excerpt from Exhibit 2 to OHA's response
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Excerpt from Exhibit 3 to OHA's response
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Exhibit 4 to OHA's response
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Excerpt from Exhibit 5 to OHA's response
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Exhibit 6 to OHA's response
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Excerpt from Exhibit 7 to OHA's response
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